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Preface

T

o share with the public the thoughts and life experiences
of Dharma Drum Mountain founder Master Sheng

Yen (also known as Shifu, meaning “Master”), the Sheng
Yen Education Foundation embarked on a series of talks
beginning in September of 2009. Fifty-two talks were given at
the Sheng Yen Lecture Hall (located in the official residence
where Master Sheng Yen lived in his final years). The talks
were titled A Living Example, Countless Teachings—
Encounters with Master Sheng Yen and we invited all his
monastic and lay disciples to share with us their stories about
Shifu, how he taught them through his living example and
words. Listening to these speakers’ personal accounts of
the interactions between teacher and student allowed the
audience to commemorate Master Sheng Yen’s journey, and
once again hear his gracious teachings.
The talks include stories of Master Sheng Yen’s everyday
life, how he would give detailed guidance to his disciples
regarding their speech and actions. There are also accounts of
his travels to share the Buddhadharma locally and overseas,
reaching out to the public, and teaching them skillfully and
flexibly based on the existing circumstances. Even in his later

years when he became quite ill, he was an example of how
to face life and death with freedom and ease. All of these
examples, no matter how small the story or how short the
conversation, radiate Shifu’s compassion and wisdom. They
inspire us to vow to “Emulate the worthies and sages, practice
what the Dharma has taught us, and repay through our
heartfelt gratitude.”
At the end of the series, we felt that the interactions from
these true life stories were brimming with the Dharma spirit.
Hence the audiences initiated and organized transcripts of
the talks, to be compiled and published, hoping to allow the
general public to learn from the wisdom of Master Sheng Yen,
so that together we can realize his vision to create a pure land
on this earth.
Many of Master Sheng Yen’s early disciples in Chan
practice, both from the West and East, also have their
inspirational experiences to share regarding his model and
teachings. Therefore, through interviews their stories have
been edited and included as well.
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First and Foremost Is to Benefit
Others
Zhang Changbang
I’ve been contemplating on the path to Buddhahood taught
by Shifu, as stated in the “Bodhisattva’s Actions” he wrote.
To aspire to practice Buddhism is to benefit others.
It requires one to let go of one’s selfish mind of attachment.
But this is really challenging, because sometimes we’ll
simply feel conflicted and get stuck between developing
ourselves and helping others.
The path to Buddhahood as taught by Shifu is very clear:
developing the Bodhi-mind is foremost, and benefiting
others is first.
From the very day one vows to practice Buddhism, one will
have started treading on the path to Buddhahood.
The bodhisattva path is the steps with which we move
upward.

Introducing the Speaker

Zhang Changbang

Born in Zhanghua in 1946, he served as commissioner
of Security Supervision Commission at Taiwan’s
Ministry of Finance, deputy minister of the Ministry
of Finance, Deputy Secretary-general of the
Executive Yuan, and Deputy Secretary-general of
Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic Affairs. In March 2003
he attended DDM’s 21st Chan Retreat Camp for
Prominent Professionals, and was given the Dharma
name Zhang Changdao (constant practice of the
path). He has served as president of DDM Dharma
Practice Society, vice-president of Dharma Drum
Mountain Fellowship, and now serves as president of
Dharma Drum Mountain Fellowship.

I

n the 108 Adages of Master Sheng Yen, he said, “Live
in the present moment, do not regret the past, and do

not worry about the future.” What I benefitted the most
from my study with Shifu about the Dharma is “living in
the present moment.” In our Chan practice, Shifu taught
us to experience our breathing, to be aware of our breath
coming in and out. To experience our breathing for a
moment is to experience our life as a whole. If in daily life
we can use this method at all times, then we can reduce
many of our afflictions, instead of feeling troubled all the
time, and finding it hard to eat and sleep properly. Shifu
taught us to apply the Dharma in our daily life, and this is
what I find most valuable.

Getting to know Shifu through my father’s
death
Since childhood, I have been immersed in the
influence of my Buddhist family, and so have always found
Buddhism familiar. My grandmother on my mother’s
side was a Buddhist devotee. I remember how she would
come to our home to stay for a couple of days, and my
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mother would prepare some simple vegetarian dishes for
her. Sometimes my grandmother would go and stay at a
temple for a few days as well, to experience monastic life
and practice. Because of my grandmother, my mother
developed the habit of prostrating to the Buddha, and
upholding Buddhist dharanis, among other daily practices.
After I got married, my wife became my spiritual
companion too. She majored in chemistry, wrote Chinese
calligraphy and painted as a hobby. She had learned
painting with Ou Haonian, and calligraphy with Du
Zhonggao. By becoming a volunteer guide at the National
Palace Museum, she came into contact with ancient
Buddhist artifacts and gradually developed an interest in
Buddhism. Around 2000, my wife became more exposed
to Buddhism. She went to India for a pilgrimage, attended
a one-day Chan retreat at DDM Anhe Branch Monastery,
and followed my mother to participate in Dharma
assemblies at Fa Kuang Temple. With her encouragement,
I later came into contact with Dharma Drum Mountain
and started my affinity with it.
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The reason I admired Master Sheng Yen is because
of, in addition to what my wife shared with me, his
articles published in media and news reports about events
organized by Nung Chan Monastery. But more especially
is Chen Li-an’s active introduction. Chen and I were both
recipients of the Eisenhower Fellowships scholarship.
Every year, this foundation chooses professionals of various
fields of expertise from different countries and arranges a
seven-week visit to the US, with an aim to foster in-depth
international cultural exchange and substantial interaction.
At the foundation’s monthly meeting in Taiwan, I often
heard Chen mention Master Sheng Yen, and this enhanced
my admiration for this PhD Buddhist monk.
However, my affinity to study Buddhism with
Shifu didn’t actually start until my father died in 2002,
which prompted me to think about the issue of life and
death. The person who introduced Buddhist practice
to me is Xu Renshou, my ex-colleague at the security
supervisory commission. At that time he was young, and
very promising. Though we didn’t work together in the
same unit for long, we still remain in contact with each
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other. After my father had died, Xu asked me if I would
like to have a Buddhist style funeral for my father, and
I said to him that that would be great. At that time Ven.
Guo Dong was the monastic advisor of Dharma Drum
Mountain Fellowship, and he presided over the ceremony
himself, inspiring me about the solemn purity of Buddhist
approach to life and death. Afterwards, I then asked Xu to
introduce me to Shifu by paying him a visit.
In late September of the same year, my wife and I went
to Nung Chan Monastery to visit Shifu for the first time.
Shifu told me that practice is about returning to ourselves.
Deathbed chanting aid may be able to help bring some
peace of mind to the deceased loved ones, but the main
focus is ultimately about experiencing the faith in the
Buddha’s teaching. So he urged me to start learning and
practicing Buddhism. Then in March 2003 I attended a
DDM Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals.
When I went home after the retreat, my wife asked me, “So,
how was your three-day Chan retreat practice?” She felt I a
changed man, because she could feel the difference in me.
I said that I had learned the methods of Chan practice, but
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I still needed more practice.

Regular meetings as opportunities for
Buddhist practice
Shifu guided Chan practice by stressing the concepts
and methods, and he integrated topics to do with uplifting
ourselves, illustrated the steps of knowing ourselves,
affirming ourselves, developing ourselves, and, finally,
dissolving our self. His way of explanation was clear and
transparent, and so particularly persuasive to intellectuals.
I believe that if all people can work hard in this direction,
they can definitely help themselves enhance their
interpersonal relationships and Buddhist practice.
What benefited me the most was to understand
dissolution of the self, or reducing our self-attachment,
by trying to be less self-centered in treating people
and dealing with things, by not insisting on our views,
opinions, and our ways of doing things. For beginner
Buddhist practitioners, the practice of prostrating to the
Buddha was shocking to some degree, because this very
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motion exceeds our usual life experience revolving on our
self-centeredness. Only when we prostrate can we start to
realize that there is attachment to our self-centeredness.
In that very instant, this attachment is replaced by our
concentration on prostrating to the Buddha, our awareness
of the peaceful state in the body and mind. The more
we prostrate, the softer we become. It’s like extracting
nutrition and nourishment from the source of our life. This
kind of transformation exceeded all of my expectations.
From my first time at the Chan practice camp in 2003,
until Shifu passed away, I had hardly had any opportunity
to ask Shifu in person, about how to go about practice. The
only time was in September 2008, when I visited Shifu at
DDM Zhongzheng Practice Center. At that time I served
as president of DDM Dharma Practice Society. When
I took over the position as president of DDM Dharma
Practice Society, Shifu participated in its regular meetings
and instructed me about two tasks: First of all, the DDM
Dharma Practice Society not only serves as a think tank
for DDM, but should also participate in promoting its
ideals and vision. Secondly, Buddhist study courses
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should be arranged at the society’s regular meetings. The
society’s members all come from the participants of Chan
Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals, who represent
outstanding professionals from different walks of society.
But the only thing is that they may still lack Buddhist
knowledge and experience of practice. So Shifu expected
the society to organize more courses on Buddhist doctrines
and teachings, for its members to hone their practice and
keep developing themselves.
Shifu’s instruction was clear. In others words, one
was about personal growth, and the other about assisting
the organization to promote its ideals and vision, and
that was the focus of endeavor during my term of office.
The society’s regular meetings have always been ones that
combined a meeting and a lecture. In earlier times, we
would invite prominent figures from various walks of life
to speak on topics of their concern. Much as their talks
were wonderful, other commercial or industrial groups,
such as the Rotary International and Lions Club, were
also doing similar things, and they were doing a good job
too, so there was actually no need for DDM to repeat the
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same effort, otherwise it would constitute overlapping of
resources, compromising the meaning and objective of
our society. So I urged our society’s members to adhere to
DDM’s ideals and vision, and reminded them of our need
to change the way we ran our lectures. Afterwards, we
gradually adjusted the form and style of our lecture, and
came up with the idea of inviting DDM’s monastic teachers
to give Dharma talks, and this worked well. From 2008
until to date, the transformation and growth of our society
has been witnessed by many. Not only are its lectures
rich and wonderful in content, our members have grown
in number as well. This made me feel very pleased and
comforted, that I have finally fulfilled Shifu’s expectation
about our mission.

Take up responsibility before talking
about personal growth
Before coming into contact with Dharma Drum
Mountain, I had been a public servant at a government
agency for over 30 years. In 1972, I passed the examination
for national government civil servant, and I first served
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at the Legal Affairs Committee of Taiwan’s Executive
Yuan, and my job was reviewing financial laws and
regulations. I worked there for five years. Afterwards, I
transferred to the Ministry of Finance and the security
supervisory commission, and I worked there for 18 years.
During this period, I helped the government promote the
internationalization and liberalization of market economy,
in an effort to attract overseas talent to return to Taiwan.
Thanks to the clear policy of the government, available
capital, and mature technology, plus the fact that people
in Taiwan are hard-working, I had the privilege to grow
personally along with the fast-developing era of Taiwan’s
economy.
In 2002, the year I first visited Shifu, I started working
at a civic organization, but nevertheless happened to
participate in partisan affairs for the KMT. I resigned the
post in 2005, but later also attended APEC for several
times. It was not until 2012 that I was finally freed of all
these “debts.” From then on, I have been able to enjoy
more free time, to participate in intensive three-day Chan
retreats, as well as group practice activities organized by
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Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals, once
every three months.
Shifu often encouraged people by saying, “First you
need to take up responsibility, before you can really grow
and develop.” It’s these words that inspired me to let go of
my personal problems and engage in Buddhist practice,
for me to learn and grow. Even years after his passing away,
my learning and studying with him never stopped, which
mainly includes three channels:
First is by participating in practice activities or
events, reviewing what Shifu had taught about Chan
contemplation, and trying to practice observing the state
of our bodily and mental feelings and sensations.
For example, Shifu’s Dharma words on Four Steps
for Handling a Problem—Face it, Accept it, Deal with
it, Let it go—greatly influenced people. It is indeed not
easy for a monastic teacher to explain the Dharma in
simple and accessible terms, while touching upon the indepth meaning of Buddhist teachings, making it more
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approachable to most people in modern time, for them to
understand, accept, and apply in their daily life.
For example, sometimes while arranging a schedule,
I had to deal with sudden changes, which made me feel
as if I had to deal with two separate meetings at the same
time. I had to face it, accept it, and deal with it. I would do
my best to coordinate, but if it was impossible to make any
adjustments, then I would just choose one and leave the
other behind, and that would be done. After dealing with
it, I wouldn’t worry about another meeting that I was going
to miss while attending a meeting; instead, I would focus
on the present moment, doing one thing at a time. Shifu
taught me that.
In recent years I have been going to hospital for
injections at the orthopedics department. The needle used
is thicker, and sometimes the doctor would ask me if I
found it too painful. I said I used a method: watching the
needle coming right into my body, while thinking that this
body is not me; I don’t pay attention to it, I ignore it, and
I don’t mentally expect myself to feel pain, and therefore
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there won’t be such thing as pain. When going to dentist,
I use the same method: lying back watching my teeth
receiving the treatment, being aware of the sensation of
my teeth coming into contact with the machine, while
telling myself that it has nothing to do with me. This is an
experience of regarding the five aggregates as not being
our self, or as no-self.
The second channel is to read Shifu’s works. Shifu’s
works have helped me a great deal. The more I read them
the more in-depth insight I find in them. For most people,
it would be challenging just to delve into one single filed of
learning, but Shifu could not only delve into the Dharma,
but also integrate Buddhist studies, Chan contemplation,
Buddhist scriptures, and daily life activities. He explained
the Dharma in a most approachable way, which is rare
indeed. I want to thank the “Treasure at Home” series
published by Dharma Drum Corporation. I am used
to reading printed books. The Treasure at Home series
featured an enlarged typeface, making reading much
easier.
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The works Shifu left behind, e.g. The Complete Works
of Master Sheng Yen, or the video Dharma talks, which
people can access on line just by a click of the button,
represent the lasting wisdom and Dharma-body of Shifu,
for people to explore, even if they come into contact with
DDM after Shifu’s passing.
The third is to ask monastic teachers to explain the
Dharma. As we read Buddhist scriptures, we may find out
that there is an introductory paragraph at the beginning
of every sutra, about where the Buddha was preaching the
Dharma at a given time, to answer questions raised by his
disciples such as Śāriputra or Subhūti. Now the Buddha is
not around, so we have no way of asking him questions,
and we don’t have Shifu around either, but we can always
ask monastic teachers to explain the Dharma to us.
The core of DDM is its monastic practitioners, and
each and every one of them is excellent. In the Common
Endeavor of Buddhists laid out by Shifu, the beginning
two phrases read: “Have faith in the Buddha, follow the
Dharma, respect the Sangha; the Three Jewels are a bright
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lamp shining throughout eternity.” This is not a mere
slogan. Of the Three Jewels, the historical Buddha is not
around anymore, but the Dharma is still present, which
is being upheld by the monastics. Shifu may have passed
away, but the monastic teachers who followed him to
become Buddhist monks are the ones who teach us the
Dharma and guide our practice. We need to learn from
them regarding how to go about our practice. By reverently
and sincerely asking them to explain the Dharma for us,
we will help bring blessings to sentient beings.
Take the Dharma Practice Society’s regular meetings
for example, except for the monthly Dharma explanation
session given by the monastic teachers, we also organize
Buddhist study courses. We often invited Ven. Chang Yan
to give lectures at our meetings, and launched the Five
Lectures about Studying Buddhism at DDM Anhe Branch
Monastery. Participants all enjoyed that and couldn’t have
more of it. I think it is important to have an integral and
systematic course on Buddhist doctrines, which can help
aspiring Buddhist practitioners develop correct knowledge
and views, thereby deciding the direction of their practice.
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In addition, Dharma Drum Mountain’s resources are
supposed to be shared. For the time being, the resources
practitioners of various regions can enjoy are far more
less than the advantages Dharma Practice Society
possesses. Therefore, at our Dharma Supporter’s Meeting
I encouraged them to ask the monastic teachers to explain
the Dharma more often. If our Fellowship needs any help,
I will be very happy to contribute myself.
After Shifu’s death, what are the channels in place
for DDM’s followers to learn and practice Buddhism?
I thought it over, and proposed the three points as
mentioned above: participating in practice activities or
events, reading Shifu’s works, and asking the monastic
teachers to explain the Dharma. This is what I’d like to urge
us to do.

Studying and supporting the Dharma, for
the benefit of self and others
Shifu founded Dharma Drum Mountain, with a
purpose to engage the public to study Buddhism, and
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support Buddhism. So if we can, we should also help
promote and share the Dharma. Of these efforts, the
task to support the Dharma lies with frontline Dharmasupporting devotees governed by Dharma Drum Mountain
Fellowship.
I first worked at a government agency, later for a
civic organization, and finally as a volunteer at a Buddhist
practice center. For me, the work at DDM may be relatively
simple, but it is never an easy job. By “simple” I mean
people are coming here for the sake of the Dharma, and
we work together to have things done by following DDM’s
ideals and vision. By “no easy job” I mean that since we are
all volunteers here, we are doing it on our own terms, with
the only concern to grow ourselves for the benefit of self
and others, which is more than engaging in a task.
At most workplaces, people build their confidence by
pursuing the sense of achievement. Working at DDM as
a volunteer certainly requires one to have self confidence,
but while we are concerned about our self-growth, we
should also think of others as well. While self is important,
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sentient beings are even more important than us. Besides
considering ourselves, we must also consider the people,
things, and objects around us, and this requires us to
respect other people, respect the environment, and respect
sentient beings. By showing respect towards sentient
beings, we will realize that our own existence is not that
important anymore.
If benefitting self and others represents Shifu’s
expectation of our Dharma supporters and devotees,
then DDM’s volunteers, including me, should meet the
following requirements:
First of all, one should have the passion, because being
a volunteer you don’t get paid, and you do it on your own
initiative. You are the one who monitors, directs, inspects,
and evaluates what you do. It’s totally voluntary, so you
must have enthusiasm.
Secondly, one must be able to take up the responsibility.
You are supposed to take up the task assigned by the group.
Some worry that they are not capable enough, with limited
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experience, and so are afraid of taking up the responsibility.
I had similar troubles too. For example, I am actually not a
veteran practitioner, and I don’t think I am skilled in Chan
practice, and I am not good at speaking. Nevertheless,
I often seize the opportunities, by first taking up the
responsibility and then seeking to develop myself. Actually,
I am not a good speaker. In the past, when I taught at
university I often had to spend a lot of time preparing my
class. But I went through that and survived. Practice makes
perfection. It’s fine if you lack the experience to start with,
because you can always find the way to overcome your
shortcomings. But if you are reluctant to take up a task right
in the beginning, with the excuse that you are not capable
enough, then it’s amount to rejecting the opportunity for
you to grow.
Thirdly, learn to respect your work. The manpower
at DDM, besides monastic practitioners, also includes
its employees and volunteers. Shifu’s words—Volunteers
should learn the professional spirit of our employees, while
our employees should learn the devotional spirit of our
volunteers—say it perfectly regarding combining the spirit
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of our employees and volunteers. The spirit of respecting
our work as taught by Shifu indicates fulfilling and taking
up the responsibility. Volunteers have passion and are
willing to take up the responsibility; next is about thinking
of ways to accomplish our tasks. I am still learning myself.
If I simply give you encouragement by merely saying “thank
you for your hard work,” then that means I don’t actually
respect my work. So even now I still spend time “preparing
for my class,” by reading Shifu’s books and sharing Shifu’s
Dharma talks, as an encouragement to us all.

Caring for the elderly as an urgent task
DDM’s three-fold education endeavors are closely
connected to each other. While we actively invite new
blood to joint our effort for DDM, we should also show
more care for current volunteers. We should think of
ways to let them feel they are very much cared for in
the Dharma, without generating a retrogressing mind.
Especially devotees who came into contact with Shifu in
early time: they have contributed a lot to DDM and now
they may be getting old and becoming physically frail, unfit
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for participating physically challenging activities anymore,
but that will never compromise their aspiration. Therefore,
I suggested to the abbot president that senior volunteers be
recruited as senior advisors for our Fellowship, allowing
them a focal point to give of themselves. New volunteers,
on the other hand, can ask them for advice or opinion,
which is beneficial to personal growth, as well as for
promoting DDM’s ideals and vision as a whole.
In fact, caring for the elderly is an urgent task,
especially in Taiwan society today, where low birth rate
and aging population has become an issue. Our Society is
witnessing an aging group of devotees and volunteers as
well, and senior monastics and their parents are becoming
old as well. Parents who sent their children to become
monastics at DDM are getting old too. If there is nobody to
look after them in their old age, what can they do? And our
Fellowship is bearing the brunt of this problem of an aging
population of devotees. It is necessary that we propose a
relevant set of measures of caring, otherwise it would be a
big pity.
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DDM’s effort in caring the elderly is not by building
nursing homes or communities, but instead by connecting
to its Extensive Social Care endeavor. We can start with
offering care service to the elderly of our organization.
Elderly care includes three areas: religious faith, meal
delivery, and medical care. DDM has abundant resources
in this regard, and it all depends on what degree of service
we can actually achieve. At least we can offer home visit
and meal delivery services, which is what we can go ahead
and implement immediately.

Urging people to practice Buddhism,
recruiting people to generate the mind
Our Fellowship has an aim to urge people to practice
Buddhism and recruit people to generate the mind. With
the fundraising project for the purpose of constructing
DDM and Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal Arts coming
to an end, the number of fund we have raised afterwards
has certainly shown otherwise in the statistics. Now our
fund-raising effort has shifted toward the direction of
“markless fundraising,” to invite the general public to make
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donation as a way to sow the seeds of blessing in the meritfield. There is no contradiction between the two.
From Buddhist sutras and Shifu’s Dharma talks
we can see that giving and making offerings are what
Buddhist devotees have to do. Can disciples of the
Three Jewels excuse themselves by not making any
donation and offerings? In the Six Perfections and the
Four All-embracing Bodhisattva Virtues for practicing
the bodhisattva path, giving, or donating, is considered
the first and foremost practice. The Chapter on the
Practices and Vows of Samantabhadra Bodhisattva in
the Avatamsaka Sutra also urges Buddhists to practice
extensive giving to all sentient beings, as well as protect
and support the Three Jewels.
Therefore, we mustn’t regard fund-raising in a
narrow sense. A fund-raising project without a certain
purpose doesn’t necessarily mean lacking in focus for our
fund-raising work. It is a duty for Buddhists to practice
giving or donating. When the devotees aspire to make
donations, our fund-raising members should try to fulfill
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their wishes to support DDM. The fund we have raised
for the sake of DDM has a clearly stated purpose, either
designated for a particular use as specified by the donator,
or otherwise suggested by us to be used for a specific use.
For example, we have the Three-fold Education endeavor:
Extensive Academic Education, Extensive Public Buddhist
Education, and Extensive Social Care Education. DDM
is always careful and cautious regarding how to put the
donation money into its best use, and will never waste it.
Our Fellowship launched a fund-raising project to
support the construction of Dharma Drum Institute of
Liberal Arts. But after the school started to recruit students
we were facing a widespread concern: the number of
students is so few that it simply was not cost-effective. But
I had a different view. Since I am currently also serving as
the supervisor for the Institute and will inspect its annual
financial report, I reckon I am more familiar with the
school’s financial status more than most of our followers.
The fund for running private schools mostly comes
from the tuition fee and miscellaneous fees. The number of
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students will directly affect their financial status with which
they run their schools. The income for the Institute of
Liberal Arts mostly comes from donations, so we are strict
and cautious regarding its expenditure, and we only spend
the money where it’s necessary. As to the effective side of
it, we look at how we nurture our students by developing
their character, instead of how many students we have.
In terms of the students at the Department of Buddhist
Studies, if we can help DDM or even the Buddhist circles
nurture future talent, then isn’t that the most important
purpose for us to make offerings to the Three Jewels, as a
way to support and uphold the Dharma?
So, the Institute of Liberal Arts should not simply
look at the number of students or the survey on the most
sought-after graduates by businesses, as the frame of
reference to judge how good a university is. Currently, the
Institute has over 200 students. If it can nurture talent to
become like Master Sheng Yen, then it will be definitely
worth the effort even if only one such person will emerge
in every 10 years. Viewed from this angle, as long as its
students can bring positive influence to society and human
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minds in the future, it will prove the value of the Institute.

Aspiring to practice Buddhism, foremost
is to benefit others
We all know that Shifu proposed the ideals and vision
for DDM according to what the Vimalakirti Sutra says
about “with the purification of the mind, the land is also
purified.” I think this is very important to the purification
of human minds in society, and it concerns our happiness
and well-being. Shifu also said that happiness and wellbeing comes from within by starting with our mind. With
our body and mind becoming pure, stable, and peaceful,
we can naturally enjoy true happiness and well-being.
In his book, Understanding Buddhism, Shifu talked
about the compassionate vow of Kṣitigarbha Bodhisattva,
including “vowing not to achieve Buddhahood until all
hells are empty,” and “Who will descend into hell to deliver
sentient beings if I don’t?” to urge beginner Buddhists
to develop the confidence to attain Buddhahood in the
future. The only thing is that whenever we have achieved a
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certain foundation of Buddhist practice, we mustn’t attach
to our thought of attaining the Buddhahood, because
pursuing personal benefit and attaining the Buddhahood
are two different things. Attaining the Buddhahood means
perfecting our development of compassion and wisdom.
As the Diamond Sutra says, “Generate the mind that abides
in nowhere.” This mind represents the Bodhi-mind that
lets go and abandons self-attachment, which is reflected in
one’s compassion of equality.
I remember when I first took up the position
as Dharma Practice Society’s president, DDM abbot
president encouraged me to receive the Bodhisattva
Precepts, because doing so represents treading on the
Bodhisattva path in its true sense. I am glad that I listened
to him, and that I signed up for it immediately. Receiving
the Bodhisattva Precepts means a lot to me, it helps me
realize that there are things I should and should not do
as a Buddhist. In the past my understanding of Buddhist
precepts was only limited to the Five Precepts. The
Bodhisattva Precepts are standards and guidelines for
practitioners of the Bodhisattva path, which require one
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to not only refrain from doing all evil, but also cultivate all
good, for the benefit of sentient beings.
Therefore, I have been thinking about the path to
Buddhahood taught by Shifu, as stated in the “Bodhisattva’s
Actions” he wrote.
How does one attain the Buddhahood?
The Bodhi-mind comes first.
What is Bodhi-mind?
First is to benefit others.
For the sake of benefitting sentient beings,
one should not be afraid of pains and difficulties.
If sentient beings can leave suffering behind,
we can endure the suffering, and take it peacefully.
One who aspires to learn and practice the Dharma
can be called a bodhisattva.
The superior action of a bodhisattva lies in
delivering sentient beings with compassion and wisdom.
To aspire to practice Buddhism is to benefit others. It
requires one to let go of one’s selfish mind of attachment.
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But this is really challenging, because sometimes we’ll
simply feel conflicted and get stuck between developing
ourselves and helping others. The path to Buddhahood as
taught by Shifu is very clear: developing the Bodhi-mind
is foremost, and benefiting others is first. From the very
day one vows to practice Buddhism, one will have started
treading on the path to Buddhahood. The bodhisattva path
is the steps with which we move upward.
This reminds me of a story. Someone asked Shifu, “Is
mountain hiking tiring?” Shifu said, “If you walk one step
at a time, then how is it going to be tiring?” In the Moon’s
Reflection in the Water or Flowers in the Sky, we can read
about how Shifu used the methods. “I’m only aware that
I am hiking up, moving upward, one step after another,
without going too fast or too slow, like in walking uphill
you don’t think about how many steps you have walked
and how many more steps you have to walk. Simply enjoy
the present moment, the present moment, and the present
moment, by observing the sensation of your movement
while walking.” His teaching not only benefitted his
disciples who were asking him questions about the
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Dharma, but also inspired many, including me, who joined
DDM later.
I may have started learning Buddhism at a later stage
in my life, and I may not have spent enough time being
close to Shifu, but I never felt regrets. Instead I am happy
that I am blessed enough to have the opportunity to learn
and practice Buddhism, and am still following Shifu’s
direction of guidance, to keep learning and developing
myself.
(A talk given at Yunlai Monastery on January 18, 2018.
Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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A Boat Sailing a cross the Water
without Leaving any Traces behind
Zeng Jiqun
Academics stress methodology and research methods.
Shifu was also a scholar, but what made him different
was his actual practice and insight in daily life, and how
he implemented his ideals thoroughly.
Shifu was cautious in his actions and clear in his
thoughts. He was succinct in his words and expressed his
ideas in a most logical way.
But whenever talking about himself, he was always
humble and kept things simple, as if there was nothing, as
if nothing had ever happened, reflecting a Chan phrase:
like a boat sailing across the water without leaving any
traces.

Introducing the Speaker

Zeng Jiqun

Born in Jieyang County, Guangdong Province, China,
in 1937, Zeng Jiqun has served as professor at
National Chengchi University, director of the National
Institute for Compilation and Translation, and director
of National Central Library. In September 1994
he attended the seventh Chan Retreat Camp for
Prominent Professionals at Dharma Drum Mountain,
and was given the Dharma name Zeng Guodian.
From 1997 to 2007 he served as director of the
Preparatory Office of Dharma Drum University. From
2012 to 2014, he once again served at the University.
He has also served as CEO of Dharma Drum
Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation,
and is now president of Dharma Drum Mountain
Community College.

W

hen you can’t really explain why something has
happened in your life, you may as well attribute it

to “conditions.”
I remember in 2006, towards the end of the grouppractice fellowship gathering for the Chan Retreat Camp
for Prominent Professionals, the CEO of the Fellowship,
Liu Weigang, suddenly asked me to share my experiences.
He introduced me by saying, “Professor Zeng is president
of the preparatory office of Dharma Drum University,
president of Dharma Drum Mountain Community
College, and CEO of Dharma Drum Humanities and
Social Improvement Foundation. He is serving three
positions at the same time, and this shows his deep affinity
with Shifu.”
It took less than 30 seconds from being asked to share my
experience, to stepping on stage unprepared. I first thanked
Liu for giving me the opportunity, and then said, “I don’t
know about my karmic affinity with Shifu in my past lives, but
I certainly know that our relationship as friends is only a
slight one. About the future life, I don’t know. Thank you.”
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The reason why I only spoke a few words is because
in that occasion it would be inappropriate to say either
too much or too little. Saying too much would waste
everybody’s time, while saying too little would amount
to not saying anything at all. So it’s best to say it lightly, to
make it sound more of a Chan talk.

Forming the affinity as teacher and
disciple by arranging the venue
The first time I met Shifu, I didn’t really have much
of an impression of him. This was the second month of
summer in 1993, when I was director of the National
Central Library. One day, Shifu, along with five other
people, including his monastic secretary and Liao Jinrong,
came to the Library to arrange the venue of the upcoming
International Conference on Buddhism and Chinese
Culture, organized by the Chung-Hwa Institute of
Buddhist Studies, for the following year. Our meeting
was short, less than 10 minutes, but for me, it was like a
usual reception of a guest. I was aware that some academic
event needed our help to arrange the venue, and I, with an
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academic background, always welcomed such an effort.
The second time we met again was purely by chance.
Less than half a year later, in January 1994, the National
Central Library organized the Taipei International Book
Exhibition at Taipei World Trade Center. As the person
in charge on behalf of the organizer, I often had to go
there for a visit and ask about how things went for various
booths. One day, at around 2pm, the weather was fine,
with warm winter sunshine, when I was just stepping into
the exhibition venue from the entrance on Xinyi Road,
because of the sharp contrast of light and dark in the
outside and the inside, my sight suddenly went blurred and
I had difficulty seeing clearly what was happening in front
of me. But I could nevertheless feel that somebody was
waving at me some 50 meters away. As if I had seen, or as
if I had not seen, gradually I realized that it was a Buddhist
monk. So I turned my head backward, thinking he was
waving to somebody else behind me. At this very moment,
there was a voice saying, “So it’s you, director Zeng.” I
paused for a while, and said, coming back to myself, “What
brought you here, venerable?”
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Shifu came to the venue to cheer on the Dharma
Drum Corporation, one of the publishers participating
in the book exhibition of that year, and also to investigate
other publishers as well. So Shifu asked me why I was
there. So I told him that the National Central Library
was also taking part in the exhibition. In this meeting, I
was deeply impressed by Shifu’s strong memory: I was
surprised that after half a year he could still remember me
at first sight, and even by name.
In July of the same year, the International Conference
on Buddhism and Chinese Culture took place at the
National Central Library International Conference Hall,
and I also helped with the event. After its completion, I
received a phone call from Secretary Liao Jinrong. She
said that Shifu would like to invite me to participate in the
Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals. I had
to praise Liao for her effort to make the phone call. She
sounded so keen and sincere on the phone. But the thing is
I had completely no idea about Master Sheng Yen, Dharma
Drum Mountain, and Chan practice, and so I declined this
invitation, and the following ones. But later Liao changed
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her way of invitation, by saying, “If you don’t have the
time to participate in the three-day Chan retreat, you are
always welcome to come to Nung Chan Monastery to visit
Shifu in your leisure time.” This really left me no excuse to
refuse, because I would start to feel embarrassed if I kept
declining the invitation.
I remember it was a weekend. I brought with me a
basket of fruit and finally came to Nung Chan Monastery.
At that time Shifu was sitting at the old reception room.
Seeing me arrive, he immediately came forward to greet
me, saying, “First offer the fruit to the Buddha. And
now come with me to my car, I will take you to visit a
place.” I didn’t even have the time to see what Nung Chan
Monastery actually looked like, and now I was hopping
into Shifu’s car to go somewhere else. At that time, it
was his attendant, Ven. Guo Dong, the incumbent abbot
president of DDM, who drove the car. Ven. Guo Dong
also mentioned about this experience from time to time,
saying, “When you came to visit Shifu for the first time, it
was I that drove the car.”
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On our way to “that place,” Shifu told me that it had
been named “Dharma Drum Mountain,” where he was
planning to build a university.

The wind is gentle, the clouds light, with
the plan for the future coming in mind
We arrived in Dharma Drum Mountain at about dusk.
Shifu took me to the Guanyin Hall, the now Main Buddha
Hall, overlooking the Jinshan area. The Jinshan Plain
appeared particularly serene and peaceful in the sunshine,
with most pleasant scenery. Shifu then started to talk about
the advantage of the plot where Dharma Drum Mountain
was situated. I could sort of understand, not because I
had done some particular research, but because I had
accumulated some experience in this regard. At that time
we also chatted about many other things, and naturally
also about the Dharma Drum University planned to be
constructed. Then Shifu said casually, “I was wondering if
you would be willing to help out with this matter?” This
really took me by surprise. After all, I had only met him
for a few times, and we hadn’t really engaged in some deep
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conversation. However, I also thought of the fact that I had
taught at National Chengchi University, so it could be said
that we were actually in the same education business, given
that he wanted to establish a university. Moreover, when
Shifu was talking about “help,” he wasn’t actually specify
the areas I could help with, so I simply said, “I will try, if
there are any opportunities.”
And the very condition started to ferment right with
his light-hearted words.
In October, I attended the seventh Chan Retreat Camp
for Prominent Professionals at Dharma Drum Mountain.
At that very time a typhoon was hitting Taiwan, so it was
really very interesting. In the three-day retreat, we were
required to remain silent all the time until the concluding
day. At that time an attendee who shared the same
room with me was the director of the Otolaryngological
Department of the then Public Insurance Clinic Center.
When I was reporting my experience during the sharing
session, he noticed there was something wrong with my
voice, and so suggested me to go to his clinic there for a
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check-up. I did feel something wrong with my throat. I had
resorted to both Chinese and western medicine, but didn’t
actually find the right cure. My condition was a burning
feeling in my throat. It was probably due to the fact that I
had to speak frequently, being a teacher. I thought the rule
of remaining silent during the retreat could help ease it,
but I was wrong.
After the retreat, I indeed went to his clinic. I didn’t
expect that my problem that had lasted for years would
finally got cured. So the actual cause of my problem was that
the bottom of my vocal cords had become forked. Normally,
one’s vocal chords are parallel, so as to produce vibration.
But the bottom of my vocal cords was forked, causing me to
speak with an unclear ending sound, as if it has been “eaten.”
Moreover, because I spoke with a weak ending sound, I
often couldn’t help but force myself to speak louder in
an unnatural way, and that caused inflammation at the
bottom of my vocal cords. So this medical doctor gave me
the right prescription. I went to his clinic twice, and my
old problem got cured just like that. That was a pleasant
surprise as a result of my attending the Chan retreat.
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As its name suggests, DDM Chan Retreat Camp
for Prominent Professionals was initiated for engaging
prominent professionals from all walks of life. They have
contributed to helping DDM promote its ideals and
vision with their professional expertise or resources,
exerting a great influence on the development of DDM.
Fang Ningshu once said that this represents the Buddhist
philosophy of “raising bees,” which I couldn’t agree with
more. But I admired Shifu’s foresight even more.
In the following years, Shifu asked me several
times about whether I would like to help with the effort
to establish the Dharma Drum University. In fact, I
recognized the significance of humanities education
in college in uplifting society, and I already had some
thoughts in mind. From 1996, I started to meet with Shifu
more frequently, to help him with the preparation work for
the University, including the 3rd Chung-Hwa International
Conference on Buddhism organized by Chung-Hwa
Institute of Buddhist Studies, to be taking place in the
following year at the then National Central Library, which
was one of the co-organizers.
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On October 1, 1997, I started to officially work for
Shifu, by taking up the position as director of Dharma
Drum University Preparatory Office. Originally, I was
planning to continue my work at the Library until toward
the end of that year, and then start my new work in
January of the following year. But Shifu wished me to
“come earlier” and start working for him before he went to
America in October. Therefore, in late September that year,
I quit my job at the National Library, which I had worked
for five years and five months, ending my 31-year career as
a public servant.
The National Central Library was later renamed
Taiwan National Library during my term of service as
its director. Its other services, including the internet
information system, were also subsequently launched
during my term of service. At that time, the idea of
Information Superhighway was becoming popular in
library circles in the US, so I proposed the slogan of “A
Library Without Walls,” as the goal of promoting the
application of information technology in libraries. I
am actually a layman, but I always respect professional
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expertise. A supervisor doesn’t necessarily have to know
everything, but is certainly required to take hold of the
right direction, set up the goal, respect professional talent,
and work hard for it.
My decision to leave my position at the National
Library indeed surprised many of my colleagues. First
of all, the Library was in its height of development, and
enjoyed a promising future; secondly, the Dharma Drum
University was still in the blueprint stage, and Shifu and
Dharma Drum Mountain were not as well-known at
that time. Many people simply couldn’t understand why
somebody in his right mind would quit such a prestigious
position as library director and instead suddenly decide
to go and help a Buddhist monk develop education. On
the very day I quit my position, my decision even made
the frontline of an evening newspaper as breaking news:
“National Library director quit position to join Dharma
Drum Mountain.” There were also other newspapers asking
me about why I decided to quit. But I didn’t say much, and
simply answered by saying, “Maybe it’s the karmic affinity.”
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Winding mountain roads towards the
hope for establishing a university
Interpersonal relationships often come down to one
single phrase: karmic affinity. Shifu entrusted this task to
me, and he cared about it; while I wanted to do it right.
That’s all. Shifu was neither my relative nor my teacher in
academia, but we had certainly developed a relationship as
teacher and disciple in Buddhism.
Earlier, I didn’t really know Shifu well, and he didn’t
really know me well either. Afterwards, I heard that before
Shifu decided to recruit me as director of the University’s
Preparatory Office, he had actually asked people around
about my performance in both academia and library
circles. This shows Shifu’s cautious and perseverant attitude
in everything he aspired to accomplish.
There was a time when Shifu often wanted me to
accompany him for a walk at the Shanguang Temple in
Beitou, Taipei. From the parking lot to the temple, you
will pass a winding path in the mountains, and going
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there and coming back took around an hour by foot. Shifu
once mentioned that the founder of Harvard University
would often invite Henry Dunster, the first president of
Harvard College, for a walk on the campus in the dusk,
and talk about his ideals of developing education. Maybe
Shifu thought that was a good idea and that’s why he often
invited me for a walk in the mountains. Of course the
topic of our conversation mostly revolved on the ideals
and direction of developing education, though sometimes
we would also talk about people and things. This reflects
Shifu’s mind.
Over time, I observed many strong points in Shifu.
For example, he would arrange three to five members of
the group practice fellowship of the Chan Retreat Camp
for Prominent Professionals to share their experience.
I often saw Shifu participate in the gathering with ease,
and I never saw him taking notes. But towards the end
of the sharing session, he always showed a clear grasp of
each speaker’s points of report, and could make the most
punctual and insightful comments regarding the members’
questions.
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There was another example. In April 2001, Cloud
Gate Dance Theatre was on a performance tour for their
new dance program “Bamboo Dream.” They donated the
revenue of one of their performances to Dharma Drum
Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation. Shifu
attended their performance at the National Theater. One
week later, Lin Hwai-min, founder of Cloud Gate Dance
Theatre, along with some 20 of its dancers, were invited
to Nung Chan Monastery for a meal. Shifu immediately
noticed something and said, “It seems that two of your
members are not here yet.” Lin immediately explained why
they couldn’t make it for that meeting. I was a bit puzzled:
on the very day of Cloud Gate’s public performance, Shifu
was sitting in the audience like anybody else. Even though
when the performance was finished he did come up to
the stage to thank the Theatre for their support, but that
means he probably just had a glance at the dancers when
they were answering a curtain, so how could Shifu possibly
notice right away, that two of the dancers were not there
at the meal meeting? Maybe this exactly shows what a
Chan teacher is like. Shifu was serious about everything
he engaged in, while always remaining calm and serene,
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and that’s why he could truly live in the present, showing a
good memory and a most composed manner in his action.

The insight of a Chan master
The influence Shifu had on society was first seen in
his advocacy of concepts and encouragement of trends. In
October 2003, I accompanied Shifu to Peking University
in China to participate in the Dharma Drum Lecture
Series in Humanities co-established by Dharma Drum
Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation and
Peking University, which marked the beginning of the
establishment of the Lecture Series at other key schools in
China. On this trip to Beijing, apart from establishing the
Lecture Series and organizing the “Protecting the Spiritual
Environment and Humanistic Care” academic seminar,
Shifu was also invited by the Beijing Psychological Society
to give a speech on “Psychological Function of Inner
Reflection and Experience” at Taiyuanfang Tea House.
After the lecture, he met with over 30 mental clinic doctors
and experts in the audience to have a seminar. I was indeed
impressed by the dialogue.
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Someone asked Shifu, “According to the description in
your book, you experienced a spiritual response at the age
of 14, when you were prostrating to Guanyin Bodhisattva.
Was that an experience of enlightenment?” Shifu indicated
that spiritual response falls into the category of religious
response. When one has a religious faith and, through the
approach of religious faith—for example, when Buddhists
practice prostration in sincere concentration, they can
experience a calm and serene sensation in body and
mind, and that is a religious experience, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean enlightenment. Enlightenment represents
an attitude of thoroughly letting go of one’s self.
What does Shifu’s answer tell us? In a broader sense,
that means we can’t use “superstitious” to indiscriminatingly
deny religious experiences. This is my view. Therefore, I
agree with Prof. Li Sichen, former president of National
Taiwan University, regarding what he referred to as the
“supernatural research.” Many people might not think
much of that, wondering how people with a scientific
background can become “superstitious” like that. But,
as Prof. Li said, the universe is infinitely vast, and what
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we know about the universe so far, or what has been
scientifically proven, is still very limited. If we believe in
and rely on science, then we should use scientific methods
to explore the domains still unknown to humankind,
which is seeking to discover the unknown by means of
science. So how can it be superstitious? So, I couldn’t agree
with more of what he said.
Another scholar asked, “What is the Buddhist view
on sexual desire?” Shifu also responded in that regard. His
main point was: Buddhism doesn’t actually deny people’s
sexual need and response, but it holds that it shouldn’t go
unconstrained. Buddhist monks may be living the monastic
life voluntarily, but they still have sexual responses like
other normal people do. Nonetheless, they should tell
themselves that they should stay away from it. In the face of
temptation, we know that represents an afflicted mind and
that we can adjust it by using right concepts.
Shifu answered questions regarding Buddhist practice
and Buddhism as a matter of fact, showing a solid stance.
But sometimes he responded with wit and humor.
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For example, in 2000, Shifu was awarded the
Lifetime Contribution Prize by Taiwan’s Executive Yuan,
winning 1.5 million NT dollars. So he gave 500,000 NT
to the prize foundation and allocated the rest for the
“Scientific Development and Rebuilding Humanistic
Values” seminar, which was to take place in the following
year at the National Library. One of the seminar’s topics
of discussion was “Master Sheng Yen and His Thought
and Undertaking,” with a joint introduction by Prof. Lin
Qixian, compiler of Chronicles of Master Sheng Yen, and
me. Prof. Lin talked about Shifu’s thought, while I added
his undertaking. After our introductions, we then invited
Shifu to give an opening remark. That experience was
another eye-opener for me.
Shifu said, “Just now the two professors talked about
several things. It sounded like they seemed to have something
to do with me, but on the other hand they also seemed
otherwise. If I say those things have nothing to do with me, I
actually have done those things. But if I say it’s to do with me,
then I don’t think I am as good as they described.”
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It was indeed wise of him to say so. First of all, he
didn’t negate what I and Prof. Lin had to share; secondly, he
didn’t say that our introduction was not so good. After the
event, we ran into Prof. Zeng Senxiong, the then president
of National Taiwan Ocean University. What did he say? He
said, “Just now the three of you were each giving a marvelous
performance on the stage. That was truly marvelous.”
For the past decade, I have been following Shifu,
learning to experience the Buddhist teachings. But I
don’t think it would be easy to reach his state of wisdom.
Sometimes I feel that most Buddhists don’t really care
much about external form. They don’t talk much about
what they have achieved. It may look like they have done
nothing, but actually they may have done a lot. It’s just that
people may not have noticed, due to their lack of spiritual
cultivation. Academics stress methodology and research
methods. Shifu was also a scholar, but what makes him
different from other scholars lies in his actual practice and
insight in daily life, and how he implemented his ideals
thoroughly. Shifu was cautious in his actions and clear in
his thoughts. He was succinct in his words and expressed
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his ideas in a most logical way. But whenever talking about
himself, he was always humble and kept things simple,
as if there was nothing, as if nothing had ever happened,
reflecting a Chan phrase: like a boat sailing across the
water without leaving any traces. Therefore, I would like to
describe Shifu as “a humanistic Buddhist researcher and
genuine practitioner of the Buddhist teachings.”

Recruiting students as a formal institute
Ten years have passed since 1997, when I took up
the position of director of Preparatory Office of Dharma
Drum University up to 2007, though there are still many
things to be done for the University. But as I was reaching
70, I had to retire according to the rules and regulations
formulated by Taiwan’s Ministry of Education at that time.
Towards the end of July 2007, I met with Shifu at DDM
Zhongzheng Practice Center and donated my pension
to support the University. Before I left, I told Shifu, “I’m
going to work as a volunteer for DDM for another 10
years.” My intention was that since I had got paid for 10
years, I should repay its kindness for 10 years as well.
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Looking at me in an incredulous expression, Shifu asked,
“My dear president, I didn’t know that there is a time limit
to serve as a volunteer!” This was indeed a smart remark.
I immediately got his idea, and replied happily, “There
is no time limit to serve as a volunteer.” Then we looked
at each other and smiled. The original awkwardness was
transformed just like that.
The ten years’ time of preparation work for Dharma
Drum University was indeed a challenge. The twists and
turns regarding the whole construction were beyond
verbal description, mainly because of the strict laws
and rules that governed the development of hill land.
Moreover, we didn’t propose a whole plot of land in one
go as the construction land for specific use purpose. That
was also a key factor. We bought the plots of land one by
one. Every time we bought a plot of land, we had to again
apply for environmental evaluation, as well as water and
soil investigation, before going to the next phase. When
buying another plot of land, then we had to go over the
same process again. The most costly factor was actually the
time consumed. But, who could have anticipated that?
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Moreover, the land was acquired in the name of
Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies for the purpose
of constructing a Dharma center; it was not registered
under the name of Dharma Drum University. When we
applied for its registration in the name of Dharma Drum
University, or for other various procedures, it obviously
appeared incomplete. Fortunately, the problems were
eventually solved. In 2012, the abbot president Ven. Guo
Dong encouraged me to resume the position as director
of Preparatory Office, and my mission was to execute the
plan for Dharma Drum College of Humanities and Social
Sciences and Dharma Drum Buddhist College to merge
together. The task was divided into two phases: Firstly,
in July 2013 the two colleges were successfully merged,
and renamed as Dharma Drum School Foundation;
secondly, in August 2014, Dharma Drum Buddhist College
and Dharma Drum College of Humanities and Social
Sciences were successfully merged, and renamed as the
Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal Arts. In 2015, Dharma
Drum Institute of Liberal Arts officially started to recruit
students.
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At the first anniversary celebration of Dharma Drum
Institute of Liberal Arts, I said emotionally in my address,
“Laughter in the vast ocean, ten years have passed with my
hair turning gray.” The initial development phase might be
tough, but it was not without its interesting parts. As for
resuming the position as director of Preparatory Office,
I would refer to this experience as “resource recycling.” I
was clear myself that I didn’t want anything in return. My
only concern was to accomplish this task, by working as a
volunteer, unconditionally.

A university without walls as a way to pay
back to society
Now my focus is totally on engaging myself with the
Dharma Drum Mountain Community College. In March
2003, Master Sheng Yen established the Community
College in the Jinshan district, as an effort to express
gratitude and to pay back to Jinshan district. He expected
this College to be one without gates and walls, open to
anyone who has an open mind and interest to learn.
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In addition to Jinshan, now there are three other
campuses, in Beitou, Xinzhuang, and Daxi. The courses
they offer are all very popular. For example, we combined
cub scouts with Buddhist-style birthday celebration, and
organized activities in which cub scouts serve tea to the
elderly, creating a heart-warming atmosphere. And we
also work together with the Education Department of New
Taipei City Government, and organized the Maker course,
and the participating members were all doing a great job.
“Maker” has become a trend in recent years. Its idea is to
encourage people to realize their creativity. By first having
an idea in mind, participants then use shared computer
programming and 3D printing technology, to create their
own personalized hand-made products. This course helps
young people to build up their confidence in starting
their own small businesses in the future. So the Education
Department of New Taipei City Government is hoping
to promote this course in the four districts of the North
Coast.
Caring for new immigrants is also a focus area for the
Community University. Currently in the New Taipei City
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there are over 30,000 families with immigrants, and in
the four districts of the North Coast alone there are about
1,000 such families. Problems seen in these families often
reflect the difficulties experienced in their marriage, plus
factors including language and cultural differences, causing
barriers and gaps in family members, and thereby affecting
their children’s learning and growth. About how to help
new immigrants better fit into their families and society, I
thought of placing their children at the core, by resorting
to their kinship.
The children of these families are often most cherished
by both their parents and grandparents, enjoying doublefold love. By showing care for the second generation
of these immigrants, we can indirectly transform the
relationships between their parents and grandparents. The
second generation of these immigrants, in a broader sense,
include the immigrants who are still studying and already
in the job market. Besides providing care and concern,
we will also help with their studies at the elementary
school, high school, and university level, exploring their
advantages as the second-generation new immigrants.
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The future trend for the Community College will be to
move from indoors to outdoor, and develop from singlesubject course to diverse combination. This process will
certainly be based on Dharma Drum Mountain’s ideals,
with the promotion of these ideals connected to the needs
of society, for their widespread effect.
There is one more thing I find very meaningful. In July
2016, a plot of hill land owned by the Community College
in the Shimen district was designed and designated as a
garden dedicated to natural environmental education.
Donated by the HoChi Universal Love Foundation, the
land is around 3.5 hectares, with a smooth landscape. We
adopted the natural farming approach, and have planted
coffee trees, tea trees, vanilla, and sweet potato, among
other kinds of vegetation, of which herbal plants such as
common jasmine orange and rosemary can be used to
produce soaps hand made by the “Hand-made Soap Class”
of the Community College. The sweet potatoes are grown
and harvested by members of the “Sweet Potato Growing
Class”. In September 2017, the Community College
harvested its first batch of sweet potatoes. The sweet
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potatoes we grow ourselves are beautiful, creamy and soft
in texture. On that day I also took up the hoe myself to dig
up sweet potatoes, enjoying the natural beauty. Someone
asked me, “So, president, you also know how to use a
hoe?” I said that I grew up in a farming family, so of course
I knew how to use a hoe.

Traveling far and wide to universally
deliver sentient beings
I was born in countryside in Chaozhou, Guangdong
Province, China. My parents were farmers, so I learned how
to put cattle to pasture and grow vegetation. I often rode
on the back of the cattle to cross the stream, or crossed the
brook pulling the cattle’s tails, so naturally I learned how to
swim. Later, when we moved to Taiwan I went to National
Hsinchu Senior High School. The high school regulated that
its students must learn how to swim for at least 50 meters
before they could graduate. That was a piece of cake for
me. National Hsinchu Senior High School is a good school,
and it had one rule that impressed me the most. Since the
school was near the railway, if students ran the level crossing
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they would be expelled from the school. These experiences
helped me develop a careful and cautious personality.
Besides, I don’t talk much, so in a way I enjoy listening to
what other people have to say and I find that a pleasure.
I graduated from Taiwan Provincial Normal School
in 1955, and taught at an elementary school for four years.
In 1972 I obtained a PhD in law from National Chengchi
University, and then taught at the same university as
associate professor. After four years, I was promoted to
professor. Afterwards, I subsequently seconded to Chen
Chung Book Co., Ltd. as editor-in-chief, and Youth
Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd. as general manager. I also
served at the China Youth Corps, and, later, at National
Institute for Compilation and Translation as director, and
then the National Central Library as director. I was a public
servant for 31 years. Someone commented that I must have
been a kind-hearted ministry councilor in my past life, and
that’s why I often met benefactors and enjoyed favorable
conditions in this life. Therefore, when I decided to retire
from public service and join Dharma Drum Mountain,
many people simply couldn’t understand why I did that.
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The person who knows me worries about me, and
what does the person who doesn’t know me have to ask
from me? In 2007, I retired from Dharma Drum University
Preparatory Office and donated my pension. At that time
the director of the Human Department said to me, “Once
you have donated it, you can’t really regret that.” Actually
since the year I joined Dharma Drum Mountain, I had
been making donations on a monthly basis to support
DDM, by teaching a class on Saturday and donating my
hourly fee. I did this for altogether 10 years. My life was
simple, and I didn’t really care about how much money I
had. To be content is most important.
Today, I have been part of Dharma Drum Mountain
for more than 20 years, nearly 30 years. Not only do I not
regret that, but I also think it is the best decision I ever
made. Dharma Drum Mountain has enriched my life. It
is my spiritual hometown. Either for public or privately
purposes, it has brought for me a more complete life.
This is what I feel grateful for. Now I am happy being a
volunteer. DDM has a very good reputation in society,
and academic circles all recognize and identify with it.
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Especially, in the public’s eyes, Shifu’s image is one of wellroundedness and transcendence. We as followers should
learn from his model.
I have two of Shifu’s calligraphy works, one of which
hangs at DDM Community College in Jinshan, and the
other one at DDM Community College in Xinzhuang.
Once, when the abbot president visited the University’s
Xinzhuang campus, where I worked most of the time, he
suddenly thought of reciting Shifu’s Dharma words, which
read: “Traveling various lands in different forms, constantly
giving dauntless courage.” He said this represents the
practice of Guanyin Bodhisattva, who answers calls for
help, by manifesting thousands of eyes and arms, and that
was a present I received from Shifu.
On January 7, 2018, the Community College held
its course completion ceremony for the second group
of students (the fall class) from its three campuses. The
abbot president attended the ceremony and addressed
the graduates. He used my name as an inspiration and
composed a couplet: Dharma Drum Community College
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is now 15 years old, with Jiqun helping with its endeavor to
enrich people’s spirituality. I was so moved by that.
Meeting Shifu and joining Dharma Drum Mountain
may appear to be a random encounter in my life, but I
have to believe that this must have been destiny. Many
people struggle, their lives being caught between random
encounters and destinies, in which they experience success
and failure, glory and disgrace, and it all comes down to
their fate. For me, I totally agree and identify with DDM’s
ideals, and find DDM as a greater environment most
pleasant. There may be things that we are not satisfied
with, but what is the point of letting our mind give rise
to afflictions? In addition, the epitaph I have written for
myself in advance says it in a clear and simple manner: “A
person who has helped Dharma Drum Mountain founder
Master Sheng Yen with his effort to promote the idea of
building a pure land on earth.” That’s all.
(A talk given at DDM Degui Academy on September 19, 2017.
Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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Three Major Tasks in This Life
Xu Renshou
Shifu founded Dharma Drum Mountain, and offered us
two directions for learning and practicing Buddhism:
One is the Dharma centers dedicated to Guanyin
Bodhisattva, and the other is Dharma centers dedicated
to Chan practice.
In Shifu’s will, he regarded all disciples that had learned
and practiced Buddhism with him as his companions on
the bodhisattva path, and urged people to learn to be a
bodhisattva.
My personal understanding is that to attain liberation
one must learn and practice the bodhisattva path;
otherwise one is not likely achieve success.

Introducing the Speaker

Xu Renshou

Born in 1954 in Jinshan Village, Taipei County,
Xu served as chairperson of Chunghwa Post Co.,
Ltd., general manager of Taiwan Stock Exchange,
and chairperson of Fubon Securities Co., Ltd. He
is currently the chairperson of Banyou Charity
Foundation.
In September 1993, he attended the 4th Dharma
Drum Mountain Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent
Professionals, and was given the Dharma name “Xu
Guoci”. He served as vice-president and president
of the Dharma Practice Society, and now is vicepresident of Dharma Drum Mountain Fellowship,
supervisor of Dharma Drum Mountain Social Welfare
and Charity Foundation, and lecturer of the course
“Buddhism and Leadership” at Dharma Drum Institute
of Liberal Arts.

W

hen Master Sheng Yen was still alive, my personal
interaction with him was mostly one of listening

to and following his instruction, and so I seldom disturbed
him asking him to help with my personal matters. So when
Shifu was alive, I didn’t particularly miss him. Now he is
gone, I miss him even more. This is interesting.
I may have many shortcomings, but I know something
about career planning. I often think that since there are
four seasons in a year, one should also have the “four
seasons” in one’s life: cultivating in the spring, plowing
the field in the summer, harvesting in the autumn, and
storing in the winter. When in autumn, don’t keep on
thinking about life in the spring. One should plan one’s life
according to the rhythm of the four seasons.

Three most important things in the
autumn and winter
When our life comes to its autumn and winter, I think
there are only three most important things: make ourselves
happy; help others live happily; and realize the issue of life
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and death.
What is “happiness” actually? Does it mean sensual
pleasures? Or, does it mean obtaining liberation from the
five sensual desires? By defining the meaning of happiness
in a more exact manner, we can then possibly make further
decision, instead of learning and practicing Buddhism in
a confused way, claiming ourselves to be Buddhists while
acting according to our habitual tendencies and attaching
to our feelings and perceptions, and grasping them.
The pleasures for five sensual desires refer to material
and sensual enjoyments. One may find the process of
enjoying them very comfortable and pleasing, but as a
result, this kind of “happiness” will only increase one’s
burden physically. Moreover, sensual pleasures are shortlived and constantly changing. Once the feeling of this
pleasure disappears, one will again seek to pursue it, like
when we are always going after more delicious food and
more interesting tours, and thereby getting sucked into the
“black hole” of constant pursuit of insatiable desires.
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Another kind of happiness is reducing our affliction
while increasing in wisdom, or what Buddhism refers to
as the happiness of liberation. Greed, hatred, delusion,
arrogance, and doubt, as well the identity view, or
attachment to the body, erroneous view, and nihilistic
view, are the primary affliction in Buddhist terms. But it’s
because we want to address these afflictions that we aspire
to engage in practice, and thereby increasing in wisdom.
Therefore, to live a happy life, we must first respond to this
multiple-choice question about what happiness actually is,
and develop the insight to make the right choice.
Next, when we have gained some experience in treading
on the path of reducing our affliction and increasing in
wisdom, we should then help our family, friends, and people
around us to also reduce their afflictions. Therefore, the
second thing I aspire to do in my life is to develop the
compassion to help others leave suffering behind and attain
happiness. The prerequisite is that we should have the
wisdom ourselves. If we want to help others reduce their
afflictions but lack in wisdom, then we are actually lacking
self-knowledge and biting more than we can chew.
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The third thing is to realize the issue of life and death.
As Shifu once said, the purpose of our life is to receive
our karmic results and fulfill our vows. The biggest issue
regarding the causality of our current lifetime is birth and
death. Since our birth, we have created karmic causes
through our six sensory organs coming into contact with
the six objects, and thereby resulting in our aging and
death. Our daily activities are governed by the law of
causality as well, though we may not notice it. If we can face
the causes and results honestly, then we will not complain
about the conditions we encounter in our life. If we still deal
with our karmic results by using our habitual tendencies,
then the following result may still be one of unhappiness.
If we can apply the Buddha’s teachings in dealing with
them, and thereby sowing the seeds marked by wisdom
and compassion, then we can reduce the impact of our
following karmic result, helping us to suffer less.
Life is like a movie, in which we can be the director,
producer, script writer and protagonist all in one, with
ourselves playing many roles at the same time. Watching
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this film with ourselves being both the director and actor,
we may still think that fame and fortune are the one and
only primary choice in life, which are worth pursuing, or
we may realize that this whole film that features the pursuit
of sensual pleasures is in fact extremely boring, then we
should actually reflect on our choices.
As Shifu once said, we should make the most of our
short-lived life to accomplish long lasting wisdom-life
and virtues, and this represents a deep contemplation of
impermanence, and a manifestation of no-self. That’s why
I decided to retire from my workplace, realizing that I
had entered the autumn stage of my life. I hope by doing
that I will be able to read more of Shifu’s books, and delve
into Chan practice by studying his teachings, so that I can
constantly practice the equal cultivation of concentration
and wisdom, and train myself to concentrate better and
develop the wisdom to remain aware in handling things.
If I have the opportunity, then I’ll be very happy to
share my experience with more people. What I should do
for the rest of my life would be to reduce my affliction,
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be healthier, and increase in more virtue, blessing, and
wisdom.
After Shifu’s death I started to spend more time on
reading his works and practicing Chan. I have learned a lot
from Shifu’s teachings. Therefore I often tell my wife that I
miss Shifu more and more.

Coming into contact with Buddhism
through death-bed chanting
My faith in the Dharma is a gradual result of my
experiences over time.
In 1993, I signed up for the 4th three-day Chan Retreat
Camp for Prominent Professionals on Dharma Drum
Mountain in September, thanks to the recommendation
of Lu Dongying, my ex-supervisor and member of the
1st Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals. The
way Shifu led the retreat was superior. Instead of using
complicated Buddhist terminology, he taught us how to
know ourselves, develop ourselves, and dissolve our self.
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But it’s a pity that at that time I didn’t know much about
Buddhism. After the Chan retreat, I had to immediately
go back to work. Even though I had attended a lecture by
Shifu at National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, I felt that
was nothing more than a slight taste.
The year 1999 marked the turning point for my
learning of Buddhism.
In that year my father died. And then the 921 Earthquake
that shocked the entire Taiwan society happened. That
prompted me to further think about the issue of life and
death. Especially, when I accompanied Shifu to visit
the worst hit areas and see that people were devastated
by the sudden separation with their loved ones, I then
thought about what I can do for them. Two years later,
when Taiwan was hit by Typhoon Toraji and Typhoon
Nari, I also accompanied him to the stricken areas in
Xinyi Village in Nantou County. I remember that near
the Chenyoulan River there was family whose members
of three generations were all swept away by the mudslides
except for one man in the family. He raised a long pole
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walking along the river bank in the hope of finding his
family. So I kept asking myself: what can I do for him?
At that time a Dharma brother went forward to him
to share with him the Buddhist perspective of life and
death, though it was only a short sharing. Afterwards he
also accompanied him to attend a Dharma assembly. This
inspired me about how we can help people with Buddhist
teachings. So after returning to Taipei I started to practice
Dharma instrument and rituals for death-bed chanting. In
my home I always have ready a bag with a Tantric-Dharani
quilt, and when necessary I would go and help with the
death-bed chanting, even if it was late at night. Sometimes
when other Dharma friends couldn’t make it or were not
available, I had to do the whole eight hours’ chanting by
myself. This is how I developed my faith in Buddhist practice.
The most challenging job in my career has to be the
three years when I worked for Chunghwa Post Co., Ltd. the
from 2003 to 2006. During that period I also learned a lot
and benefitted from Shifu’s teachings. One of the challenges
I faced at that time is that people in society tended to think
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of our company as ancient organization with heavy historical
burden and therefore it was hard to make any breakthrough.
Another one was that although I joined the company as a
professional manager, a lot of its workers considered me to
be someone like a “paratrooper,” a layman for how the mail
system works. Actually people had good reasons for their
views, and I could understand why my colleagues were
uncomfortable. The company had high-caliber personnel,
as long as you give them a clear direction, listen to what
they have to say about their difficulties, and discuss with
them how to solve the problems, they will be very happy to
roll up their sleeves to do their job. When my colleagues
came to me, it must be because they had encountered some
difficulty. My stance was then to show empathy with them,
understand them, and make them feel less worried and
more willing to talk about what was bothering them. Then I
worked with them to find the solutions, and this represents
the Buddhist practice of giving, loving words, actions for
the benefit of others, and doing the same thing.
On the other hand, the difficulties we encounter all
represent “suffering.” Finding out the reasons behind those
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difficulties means finding out the “origin” of the suffering;
looking for ways to solve the difficulties represents the
“path” to the cessation of the suffering; finally, solving
and letting go of the difficulty represents “cessation”.
This reflects the Four Noble Truths of suffering, origin,
cessation, and path.
These experiences of mine about how to apply the
Dharma in daily life were inspired by Shifu’s books such
as Path of Practice, and Harmony without Disputes: Calm
and gentle in the face of conflict. At that time with my
level of Buddhist practice I could only understand books
on everyday Buddhism, which, according to Shifu’s
interpretation, is about how to apply Buddhist concepts
in our daily life and in our work. Although I had just a
shallow taste of it, I already found it of great benefit.

Making progress in both study and
practice thanks to Shifu’s guidance
I once asked Shifu, “How should I deepen my practice?”
That was an afternoon on the second day of the first month
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of the lunar calendar, during the Chinese New Year, in
2005. My wife and I went to Nung Chan Monastery for an
outing. Before we left, we ran into Shifu. So he invited us
to go hiking together, by visiting the Shan Guang Temple
in Beitou. That was the only time I had the opportunity to
ask questions to Shifu about the Buddhist teachings.
Shifu gave me two points for thought: one is the “study”
approach, by starting with the Mahā-prajñāpāramitā Sūtra,
to know about the concepts of “emptiness” and “bringing
sentient beings to spiritual maturity and adorning the
land”; the other one is the “practice” approach, for which he
suggested me spare two weeks to one month to engage in
intense practice, sorting out my own life.
Although at that time I already was certain about
the direction of my practice, and I was willing to devote
my effort as well, I just had somewhat patchy experience
regarding the Dharma, without a thorough idea. It was
not until I came into the Śūraṃgama Sūtra and watched
Shifu’s explanation on line on the Sutra that I started
to understand what the Heart Sutra says, “…perceiving
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that the five aggregates are empty in nature, and thereby
crossing beyond all suffering and difficulty,” “…this
emptiness of all dharmas is not born, not destroyed, not
impure, not pure, does not increase or decrease.” For that,
sometimes I would feel that sometimes my experiences
in mundane life can also help in some way. The more I
understand and experience the Dharma, the more I realize
that I can transform my past experiences into self reflection
on the path of Buddhist practice. If I simply spent time
reading the sutras without those deep experiences in life,
I might end up practicing the surface skill, instead of
making real breakthroughs regarding my mind.
Therefore, when Shifu wanted me to start off with
the Śūraṃgama Sūtra, I couldn’t agree with him more
and started to practice accordingly. The words Shifu gave
me—“bringing sentient beings to spiritual maturity and
adorning the land”—represents the purpose of learning
and practicing Buddhism. As to asking about the possibility
of going for a solitary retreat, I expected myself to spare a
certain period of time to engage in personal practice. So
every year I would participate in Chan retreats of various
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lengths, to develop my ability to focus, concentrate, and to
be aware and reflect.

Hearing and practicing the Dharma
In Buddhism there is an analogy of blind turtle
meeting the yoke adrift on the ocean: The chance to be
born as a human being in this life, hearing the Buddha’s
teachings on the Dharma, is as if a blind turtle swimming
in the ocean came up every 100 years, and were to pop
its head up through a hole in a piece of wood floating
randomly on the surface of the ocean. The chance is indeed
slim. I used to think of it as a mere fable or story, and now
I totally believe it to be true.
Take the Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals
(renamed as “Self-Transcendence Chan Practice Camp”
in 2009) for example. Launched in 1992, it has witnessed
a participation of some 4000 or 5000 members. But after
the retreat was finished, how many of them would really
want to continue to spend time in Chan practice and come
to DDM? And how many of them are really learning and
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practicing Buddhist teachings? How many of them are
really willing to keep treading this road for the rest of their
life? So the chance is indeed like what the analogy implies.
Some may find Buddhist teachings useful and beneficial,
but they are only happy to have a little taste of it. When they
encounter difficulties in life they may think of Buddhist
teachings, but when life goes smoothly they may simply
forget all about Buddhist teachings.
Before I took up the position as president of the
Dharma Practice Society, its former president Zhang
Changbang had already spent a lot of effort leading it to
follow the direction as expected by Shifu. And, as abbot
president Ven. Guo Dong reminded us in a Dharma
talk when he visited our Society: “Do you understand
the Dharma?” “Are you practicing the Dharma?” What
I and my service team are committed to is to facilitate
the opportunities for the practitioners of our Society
to continually practice the Dharma, by becoming close
to good Dharma friends, listening to the Dharma in its
correct sense, and thinking in line with the Dharma, as
well as practicing the Dharma in accordance with the
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Dharma. This is known as the “four factors for stream
entry” in Buddhist terms.
How do we become close to good Dharma friends, or
superior, knowledgeable people? For the key-note speech at
our regular meeting of Dharma Practice Society, we invite
monastic teachers from the DDM Sangha to speak. This is
a tradition Zhang established in his term as the president.
I encouraged the members of our Society that if we can
read a book by Shifu on a monthly basis, or study two to
three other related books according to each month’s topic,
then, given that the Complete Works of Master Sheng Yen
contains over 100 books, we will be able to finish reading
40 to 50 books in four years, and thereby gaining a certain
degree of understanding of the Dharma.
On the contrary, if we don’t listen to the Dharma,
then we are likely to go astray on the path of our Buddhist
practice, because our way of thinking is often subject to or
conditioned by the existing experiences in our memory, or
our alaya consciousness.
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We may have experienced success or possess a solid
learning, but they don’t necessarily reflect the Dharma.
For example, Buddhism teaches about “permanence, bliss,
self, and purity” without denying mundane happiness;
nevertheless, it stresses that the pleasure for sensual desires
ultimately leads to suffering. Therefore, the Buddha said
that sentient beings have “four inverted views.” If we can
realize that, then we can make correct choices that lead to
true happiness.
Practice is about how to face challenges in every
present moment in our life. The biggest treasure Dharma
Drum Mountain has to offer is Shifu’s teachings on how
to practice compassion and wisdom, thereby attaining
liberation from affliction. Now we have entered this
treasure mountain, wouldn’t it be a shame if we returned
with an empty hand?
I thank and admire all my fellow practitioners at the
Dharma Practice Society. Members of the society come
and go, so our mission is to help new members progress
to the level required. People who join DDM have their
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different affinities in this regard, especially the deep
karmic affinities with Shifu in the Dharma. So I observe
the current situations of the members, attend to their
needs, and ask myself how I can help them. To help others
is actually part of the process we go about delivering
ourselves.
Shifu said it clearly that the appearance generates from
the mind, that all phenomena are created by the mind, that
all phenomena are made manifest through the mind, and
that all phenomena are nothing but the transformations of
consciousness.
I want to thank Dharma Practice Society for giving
me the opportunities in the past four years. One of my
jobs as its president is to give concluding words of three to
five minutes long after the lecture by the monastic teacher
is finished at our regular meeting. Since I had worked in
society for a long time, it wouldn’t be difficult for me to
respond to or deal with that in a secular or sophisticated
manner. But I chose to use it as an opportunity to study
the topic of the talk by the monastic teacher or read Shifu’s
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works carefully. I also took notes and make summaries.
And, I adopted the perspective to serve the public to digest
the monastic teacher’s words, and transform them into my
own concluding words. For this, I want to thank Dharma
Practice Society for giving me this most wonderful
opportunity to develop myself.

Following Shifu’s teachings as my daily
practice
The year when I turned 60, I decided to give myself a
birthday present: to demand myself to do sitting meditation
every day. “A day without sitting in meditation is a day
without food.” This is how I terrified myself. If you are not
particularly occupied with something, then I think five
or six o’clock in the morning is the best time to practice
sitting meditation. You can think more clearly in the early
morning, and by practicing sitting meditation you can
more easily rein in your body and mind, and remain calmer
and brighter. Moreover, after practicing sitting meditation
for some time, you can feel your immune system starting
to repair itself, you’re gaining more energy, your body feels
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lighter and more relaxed, and that you can concentrate
better in reflecting on the problems of that day.
As to the method to practice sitting meditation, I do
it by following what Shifu taught us: first by prostrating to
the Buddha, and then followed by doing the Eight-form
moving meditation. Before sitting, I do some warm-ups
and exercise my head. After three times of deep breathing,
I start sitting in meditation. I take every step as part of
the Chan practice, and that is to keep our mind simple,
and to make our body and mind more in line with what is
required for meditation practice. After leaving the cushion,
then I go on with the morning chanting, and this is a
method Shifu taught us as well.
After retiring, I have had more time to explore the
issue of “realizing the issue of life and death,” mainly by
studying Buddhist sutras and reading Shifu’s works, as well
as using the method of Chan contemplation. In addition,
I participate in Chan retreats that feature the practice
of investigating “huatou,” in the hope of thoroughly
investigating what “life and death” is all about.
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The Great Vow Bridge reflecting the
Buddhist-style leadership
On April 8, 2016, Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal
Arts celebrated its anniversary and held the opening
ceremony for its newly constructed Great Vow Bridge. I
followed the crowd to walk through the bridge as a ritual.
The more I walked on it the more interesting I found it to be:
the two ends of the bridge indicate the two major resources
of DDM’s Extensive Academic Education endeavor: one
being a rich resource for Buddhist studies the ChungHwa Institute of Buddhist Studies and the Department of
Buddhist Studies have long accumulated, and the other
being the newly established Humanities and Social Science
Program. If these two resources at the two ends of Great
Vow Bridge are combined and integrated together, then
that would represent a major advantage of Dharma Drum
Institute of Liberal Arts.
When I shared this thought with Chen Dingming,
director of the Institute’s Social Enterprise and Innovation
Program, he immediately agreed that it was interesting. He
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said, “What a good idea! How about you launch the course?”
So, in September, after the new semester started, we launched
a course called “Buddhist Teachings and Leadership.”
Shifu founded the Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal
Arts with an aim to cultivate leadership talent excelled
in Buddhist studies and worldly knowledge, and wellpracticed in compassion, wisdom, harmony, and respect.
In Taiwan there are currently 160 universities and colleges.
Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal Arts was the latest, and
the process of establishing it was the most challenging. One
can imagine that its teaching faculty must represent the
most learned group of people in terms of secular studies.
But if they have no background of Buddhist studies, then
how can they become the talent Shifu expected them to
be, and how can they possibly live out the direction of the
school as expected by its founder?
I may know little about the Dharma, but I deeply
believe that only by combining worldly learnings and
Buddhist studies can we create the feature for our school,
and fulfill Shifu’s expectations in founding it. Therefore,
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I invited Ven. Guo Jing and Ven. Yan De to co-launch
this course. We selected three books: Shifu’s Commentary
on The Seven Factors of Enlightenment, Practice in the
Mundane World: Six commentaries on the Virmalakirti
Sutra, and Dalai Lama’s The Leader’s Way, and used The
Leader’s Way as the frame of structure, to talk about
leadership by drawing on Chinese Buddhist wisdom as
taught by Shifu.
The reason for this arrangement was because
we believed that students must first possess worldly
wisdom before they can truly talk about a different way
of leadership. Therefore we asked them to first study
Commentary on The Seven Factors of Enlightenment. By
understanding a bit about the path of liberation, then they
go on to study Practice in the Mundane World, learning
how to practice the Six Perfections as required for the
bodhisattva action. The process was very interesting:
in the beginning we only knew about the names and
terminologies, and were only working on the surface level.
But I urged the students that at least we had the direction
to work hard for, and that would benefit our daily life and
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work. This was to motivate the students to learn. When
they understand this part, they will then want to go deeper
and find out relevant information. When you start to realize
the benefit of the Dharma, even if it is just a single concept,
and you are willing to practice it in your daily life and your
workplace, you can accumulate good experiences.
Actually, it’s all about how to apply the “four steps to
magical powers” in life. Seeking virtuous practices and
wanting to know the Buddhist teachings represents the
“magical power of aspiration”; starting to read Shifu’s
works for this purpose represents the “magical power of
diligence”; learning the methods and knowing how to deal
with people and things with more wisdom represents the
“magical power of wisdom”; to continually concentrate the
focus represents the “magical power of concentration”. This
is what the “four steps to magical power” is about.
We hope that this school will not only teach worldly
knowledge, but can also guide students in learning what
wisdom and compassion is about. With wisdom, we can then
better solve our own problems. To be able to help others reduce
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their affliction and thereby leave suffering behind represents
compassion. When we can go deeper in developing
ourselves, growing more in wisdom and compassion, we
will be more able to act in accordance with the three marks
of existence—namely the impermanence, suffering, and
selflessness of all physical and mental phenomena.
We expected this course to help students apply the
Buddhist teachings in leadership, about what kind of
leadership skills really takes time and effort to develop.
Instead of leading people and leading an organization, we
should all the more learn how to lead ourselves and be the
master of our mind. So this course had a subtopic: “Be the
master of your mind.” Only by doing so can we further
explore what our self-nature is all about and thereby
realizing the issue of life and death.

No arising and no perishing, there is
originally no self
I have vowed to follow Shifu to practice the bodhisattva
path in future lives. Shifu founded Dharma Drum Mountain,
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and offered us two directions for learning and practicing
Buddhism: One is the Dharma centers dedicated to Guanyin
Bodhisattva, and the other is Dharma centers dedicated to
Chan practice.
In Shifu’s will, he compassionately wrote: “We have
the good karmic roots and blessed causes and conditions
to walk the bodhisattva path together, and we have formed
affinities while practicing under the guidance of innumerable
Buddhas in our past lives. We will also be cultivating together
the supreme enlightenment at the assemblies of innumerable
Buddhas as fellow practitioners for one another in the right
Dharma.” In Shifu’s will, he regarded all disciples who had
learned and practiced Buddhism with him as his companions
on the bodhisattva path, and urged people to learn to be a
bodhisattva. My personal understanding is that to attain
liberation one must learn and practice the bodhisattva path;
otherwise one is not likely achieve success. So Shifu said in
order to fully prepare the spiritual provision for the rebirth
in the Buddha’s Pure Land, one must first start off with
virtuous practices that lead to human or heavenly rebirth,
and practice the bodhisattva path.
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Sometimes I also miss the poem he wrote as the
conclusion for his will: “As a conclusion, I compose the
following verse: Busy with nothing, growing old. Within
emptiness, weeping, laughing. Intrinsically, there is no ‘I.’
Life and death, thus cast aside.” However, most of us are
either idle with nothing better to do, or overly occupied.
Or, sometimes we are busy with emotional ups and downs,
crying in one moment and laughing in another. Otherwise
we should be able to experience inner serenity, and that
represents the empty nature of our self-nature.
Shifu said that this life of ours begins with our birth
and ends with our death. If we live our daily life as usual
just like that without knowing why, and follow our karmic
force to be immersed in the wheel of cyclic existence, life
after life, then that is because we haven’t even started to
practice experiencing that “there is originally no self.” If we
can thoroughly investigate that “there is originally no self,”
then we will find all the things we have been busy with,
and the cry and laughter we have experienced are nothing
but empty in nature.
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So I do miss Shifu. I didn’t expect that Shifu had actually
left behind so many “mysterious” teachings for our minds to
explore. I really find Shifu interesting and intriguing.
(A talk given at DDM Degui Academy on January 18, 2018.
Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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Ethics Represents a Bodhisattva’s
Compassion
Li Shenyi
Shifu once said, “The more chaotic our environment,
the more we need to advocate ethical education and
concepts.”
He regarded ethics as loving-kindness and a bodhisattva’s
compassion, and urged us to act for the benefit of self and
others.
Only by acting for the benefit of others as the prerequisite
can our goal to benefit self be secured.

Introducing the Speaker

Li Shenyi

Born in Xiamen, Fujian, in 1942, he served as secretary
general and chairman of the Consumers’ Foundation,
Chinese Taipei, president of Junior Chamber
International TAIPEI, member of the Fair Trade
Commission of Taiwan’s Executive Yuan, and second
and third-term member of the Control Yuan. He
now serves as the National Policy Advisor to the
President. In October 1995 he participated in the
9th Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals
and was given the Dharma name Li Guoshou. In
2006, he took up the position as secretary general of
Dharma Drum Humanities and Social Improvement
Foundation.

M

aster Sheng Yen mentioned in his book that Reiku
Kohken, a Japanese Buddhist scholar in the Edo

period once said, “When the mind is set on food and
clothing, there is no mind for the Path, but when the mind
is set on the Path, food and clothing will be sufficient.” This
shows that if one truly has the mindset to seek the Dharma
and be guided by it, then one doesn’t have to worry about
daily necessities. I might have met the Master relatively
later in my life, but I also had an aspiration that was in line
with his teachings. I really felt that the more you give in a
selfless manner, the more you will receive in return.

My mother’s inspiring model
My aspiration and direction of life was inspired by my
mother. As far as I can remember, since my childhood, my
mother had always been busy making a living to support
our family, with the help of my two sisters. Until I was 10
years old, I didn’t really have any impression of my father.
Even if I had, it was the time when my mother took out the
pale photo of him, pointing the image in the picture and
telling me that the young man was my father.
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My father left us because he was drafted by the
Japanese army to join the Greater East Asia War during
the Second World War, serving as a translator in Xiamen,
Fujian Province, China. The following year, my father took
my mother and sisters to Xiamen, and I was born the year
after. When I was less than one year old, my father was
transferred to Singapore. But this time he was not allowed
to bring his family with him. Therefore, my mother had
to take me and my sisters to move back to my father’s
countryside hometown in Madou, Tainan, Taiwan.
At that time people living in the countryside of Madou
were mostly farmers. A new member in the household
often means extra working hands. But for our Li extended
family, the fact that my mother brought us back in that
place only meant the added burden of four additional
persons. The labor we could contribute to our greater
family was like nothing, if any. What was worse is that after
my father’s transfer to Singapore we simply lost touch with
him. In the beginning we were hoping that he would come
back soon, and then we started to worry, and eventually
we didn’t dare expect much. My mother had even prepared
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herself for the worst scenario, thinking that my father
probably would not survive.
In those years, my mother worked in the field during
the day, and sewed and mended clothes for people in the
evening to make extra money. My sisters and I, like other
children in the farmer’s family, had also learned how to
help with family chores, such as preparing feed for pigs
and feeding chickens and ducks. But my mother didn’t
think of it as a good idea for young children to spend too
much time helping with family work, but instead expect us
to learn to be independent, and to be useful in the future.
Having to work alone as a parent, my mother had
been forced to become strong and resilient. Nevertheless,
she was always kind-hearted and tolerant. I remember
a summer, the season to harvest longan, my cousin and
I came to an orchard owned by our Li family, expecting
to enjoy the sweet taste of longan. But I was too little
and could only stand there and watch my cousin quickly
climbing the tree to pick a whole bunch of the fruit. I
hoped that they could share with me, but no matter how
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hard I shouted, my cousin just kept ignoring me. Instead
of sharing the fruit with me, they threw the stones at me!
Their shocking act really upset me, so I ran home crying
and told my mother about it. My mother comforted me,
saying, “Being bullied may be upsetting, but just be patient
and bear it, and all this will pass. You are a child without
a father. So the only thing you can do is to work hard and
learn to be independent, so that one day in the future
you may stand out. But do remember, when you achieve
success, you mustn’t bear grudges, but should do your best
to help others.”
At these words, I stopped crying. It was as if the boy
who cried a lot had suddenly grown up. Since then I had
made up my mind to work hard to study, aspiring to
become a useful person. My mother encouraged me to let
go of grudges, and that I should try to help others as much
as I can. So, trying my best to help people became the first
value I developed.
At school I didn’t let my mother down. After school,
I helped with feeding the poultry and animals we raised,
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or worked on the farm in the weekends with my mother.
During the Chinese New Year, I went with my mother
to the temple to pray. These are unforgettable childhood
memories. In my fourth year at elementary school,
unexpected luck came upon our family: my father returned
home safe and sound from Singapore. After a decade,
our family was finally reunited. As a result, our financial
situation also started to improve.

Forming the affinity with Buddhist
practice at NTU Sunrise Society
By following my mother to visit temples to pray, I
got to know the importance of having a kind heart. But
it wasn’t until 1962 when I passed the tough entrance
examination and entered the Department of Law at
National Taiwan University as a freshman that I first came
into contact with Buddhism.
At that time various student societies were all trying
their best to recruit new members, but only Sunrise, the
Buddhist society, attracted my attention, mainly because
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of an enticing factor. At that time the Torch of Wisdom
Publishing House, founded by Zhou Xuande, set up
scholarships for Buddhist societies at different colleges to
encourage young people to learn and practice Buddhism.
Students who achieved a certain level of performance
in academics and were able to write essays on Buddhist
practice could be awarded 500 NT dollars, once their
essays were accepted for publication.
This was most encouraging for college students, who
were mostly not very well off, and prompted me to want to
explore Buddhist studies. I then spent a great deal of time
studying Buddhist sutras and reading Buddhist journals
and magazines. After sorting out my thoughts, I then
organized them into concise Buddhist essays. I contributed
essays every year, and they were all accepted for publication.
This period of time indeed enhanced my confidence. In
terms of the value of life to serve or Buddhist compassion
and wisdom, I indeed witnessed how it had helped me.
One thing worth mentioning is that one time when
I was at the award ceremony organized by the Torch of
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Wisdom Publishing House and receiving the scholarship
as representative of NTU Sunrise, I met my future wife,
who was then representative of National Taiwan Normal
University’s Middle Way Society. We met each other
through the affinity of writing Buddhist essays and
applying for the Buddhist scholarship. Zhou even became
the witness at our wedding ceremony. He not only created
the opportunity for the two of us to learn Buddhism, but
also facilitated the chance for us to become a married
couple as Dharma companions.
Looking back at Taiwan in the 1940s, when the Japanese
colonization had just finished and the Nationalist government
had just taken over, the situation was still far from being
stable. At that time most children in the countryside merely
graduated from elementary school. After that most of them
would have to stay home to help their family with farming, or
work as contracted laborers. People who were able to continue
with their education were few and far between.
My parents, no matter how hard they had to work,
strived to provide education for their children. This made
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me all the more cherish each and every phase of my
education. I started taking national senior examination
when I was a college student. After graduation, I also
took examinations required for studying abroad, teacher’s
qualification examination, special examination for bank
recruitment, examination for human resource and
management professionals, higher examination for attorney.
They said I was taking almost every kind of national
examinations, and my classmates even teased me by calling
me a “professional examination taker.” But I didn’t mind
their comments, because I believed that opportunities
were equal to everyone and were there for those who are
prepared, and that only by grasping the opportunity can
one make the best choice out of them.

Good fortune bestowed upon a lawyer
from a humble background
After graduating from college, I landed a job in
Taipei, and passed the bar examination. My first job was at
Taiwan Business Bank, working in the legal department.
Afterwards I passed the required exam and was transferred
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to the Auditing Division of the Ministry of Finance, in
charge of investigating major tax evasion cases. Later I cofounded a law firm with one of my professors, and became
a professional lawyer. In the same time I also worked as
a volunteer lawyer at a public service unit, providing free
legal consultation and advice.
The aspiration to serve and benefit others all starts
with an initial thought to do good deeds. If this direction
is without selfish concerns and can benefit people, then
even if we serve others without wanting to ask anything
for return, sometimes good things will fall upon us too.
Take one thing for example, not long after I started my
profession as a lawyer, a client of our law firm wished to
borrow 30,000 NT dollars. The amount of money might
not be much for today, but it was certainly very useful
some 40 or 50 years ago. I just met with this client a few
times and we were certainly not friends. I only knew that
he was doing some small business. He wanted to borrow
the money from me, for his wife’s surgery. I reckoned he
must have been so desperate; otherwise who would want
to borrow money from a lawyer?
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Seeing that he was so desperate, and that he was honest
and sincere, I agreed to lend him the money for his urgent
need. After he got the money he did call me to say thanks,
and that the surgery went well and his wife was recovering.
But after that phone call I never heard from him again.
Around two years after that, he suddenly showed up
again in my law firm. He said that he had never forgotten
my help, but since he still wasn’t able to return me the
money he had an alternative plan. He mentioned that
there was a land development project in the Taipei City
that looked quite promising, and that if I wanted to invest
in it he would be very happy to act as a broker and repay
the money he owed me with the service fee. At that time
I knew nothing about investment, so I asked my architect
friend about it and learned that it was indeed promising.
So I bought the land together with some of my friends.
Afterwards, a construction company proposed a joint
construction plan and I got to own two units of the
apartment building, which is where I live in the Xinyi
District. It reflects what shifu said, “Benefit others and you
benefit yourself.” My case is the best example.
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Forming the Consumers’ Foundation,
Chinese Taipei
I always tried to combine my expertise in law in my
career as a public servant. Working in the public service
sector, as long as one remains unselfish and transparent in
dealing with things, treating people with more tolerance,
things will get done more easily. Even when facing
difficulties, one will eventually find the solutions to the
problems. In fact, you will encounter difficulties whatever
you are engaged in doing. Whenever encountering
difficulties, the only way to deal with it is try to find the
methods and resources to handle them.
Take the Consumers’ Foundation, Chinese Taipei for
example. This independent non-profit organization was
formed as a result of Taiwan’s economy developing into
its maturity and the rising awareness of consumers. The
process of its establishment was certainly not without its
challenges, but fortunately the more it had experienced
setbacks the more determined it became.
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Part of the reasons why the Consumers’ Foundation
was formed was that in 1980 a university professor became
blind because he accidently consumed liquor containing
industrial alcohol. This prompted me to launch the “No
Bottoms Up” campaign. At that time I was the president of
Junior Chamber International TAIPEI, so I took this as a
focal point and produced a 30-NT-dollar “No Bottoms Up”
card, as an “excuse shield” to decline people’s invitation to
urge one to drink more. The revenue of the cards all went
to the fund for advocating the campaign. This act was
widely covered in news media.
But I never expected that Lin Yang-kang, the then
Chairman of Taiwan Province, would be skeptical about it,
thinking that this campaign would bring a serious impact
on the business of Taiwan Tobacco & Liquor Corporation,
and thereby compromising the finance of the government.
The words he spoke publicly changed the standpoint of
the news media, greatly frustrating the “No Bottoms Up”
campaign and bringing it to a halt.
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Not long afterwards, a mass poisoning incident
linked to the consumption of cooking oil containing
polychlorinated biphenyls caused some 2000 people to
die, become blind, or suffer from serious skin disease.
So it came to me to launch a movement to protect
the consumers, and set up a permanent non-profit
organization for this cause. This was the near cause for the
establishment of the Foundation.
According to law, non-profit organizations fall into
two categories: corporation aggregate or foundation.
A corporation aggregate is an organization formed by
recruiting its members, while a foundation is formed
according to the act of endowment and by raising the
fund. After discussion we all agreed that it was more
straightforward to form a foundation, and decided to go for
this direction: fund raising by organizing campaign events.
At that time a member of the Legislative Yuan had
participated in our events and wanted very much to be the
person in charge. But the third time when he took part
and heard that we were raising funds from the public, he
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left the venue right away, and even crossed out his name
on the guest book, saying loudly that he was not there,
and had never been there before. Why was that? Because
at that time the media was highly interested in the events
organized by our foundation and had frequent reports
about us. That member of the Legislative Yuan thought
that we had finished our fund-raising campaign, and so
was disappointed about the fact that we were still raising
funds, which might go against his original plan. Therefore
he suddenly changed his mind: not only did he announce
that he had never taken part in any of our events, but also
tried to hinder our efforts from then on.
On October 1980, the Consumers’ Foundation,
Chinese Taipei was formally registered at Taiwan’s Ministry
of the Interior as a foundation. However, it was turned
down by the Ministry due to someone’s report accusing
the foundation’s members of the foundation as being
reactionaries. So instead we had to turn to the Ministry
of Education for registration. In the beginning the MOE
didn’t approve it either, the reason being that the MOE
was in charge of cultural and educational affairs, while the
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Consumers’ Foundation fell under the category of civic
organization, which did not fit the name it suggested.
Despite all these unexpected setbacks, I didn’t give
up and instead came up with an inspiration, saying that
since the Ministry of Education was in charge of cultural
and educational affairs, the purpose of setting up the
consumers’ foundation was precisely to improve the
climate and culture of society. As long as “cultural and
education” was added into its name, it would fit perfectly as
an organization to do with cultural and educational affairs.
So that is how we applied to the MOE for registration, and
it was approved. From then on our foundation has been
governed by the Ministry of Education.

Statistics of daily commodities talks louder
Initially, the Consumers’ Foundation was mainly in
charge of receiving complaint cases filed by consumers and
organizing seminars. By receiving complaint cases, we not
only helped the consumer solve their individual problems,
but also got to understand the tendency or commonality
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of consumer dispute. Once verified to be true, these
complaint cases would serve as an alarming call, and the
Consumers’ Foundation would publically publish the
cases. If it involved issues of government measures and
regulations, then we would hold panel discussion meetings
to seek out shared views from society, as a frame of
reference for the concerned units.
By engaging in consumer protection movement, I
observed that the consumers’ three greatest concerns with
daily commodities were food, medicine, and cosmetics. So
the Consumers’ Foundation would reveal the test statistics
report about an item of concern, according to the relevant
complaint case. For example, to see if cosmetics contained
Mercury, or to see if the claim that some Chinese medicine
can cure some disease all at once was false advertising,
by testing if the medicine contains western medicine
elements. These statistics are beneficial to consumers, and
the press finds them to be newsworthy too. From then on,
the Consumers’ Foundation’s office started to see more
visits of people from both sides.
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One was the media. Journalists from the two major
newspapers in Taiwan—the China Times and the United
Daily News—were both competing for exclusive news in this
regard. To avoid missing any possible news, they adopted
the strategy of sending resident correspondents to our
office. In fact, the test statistics or numbers we revealed were
immediately published in the Consumer Report of Taiwan.
But the media wanted to be faster, so the test result would
be in the newspaper the following day. Sometimes even
when we were still in the test and examination phase, the
press couldn’t wait to report on it, under a striking headline.
Companies that had become the target would naturally feel
uncomfortable and wanted to “pay us a visit.” So they were
another group of people to whom we offered our service.
When there were companies coming to our office for
a visit, I would mostly welcome and receive them. What
I did is I would first offer them a nice cup of coffee or tea,
and then give them a copy of Consumer Report of Taiwan.
After they gave the reports a good read, they would calm
down quite a bit. I told the companies that, first of all,
media reports sometimes didn’t quite reflect the facts, and
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so by reading the Consumer Report of Taiwan, they would
find out the differences. Secondly, the examination and test
results revealed by the Consumers’ Foundation were for
the sake of reflecting facts. The inspection institutions were
registered by the government, and so they were reliable and
trustworthy. Therefore, the consumer protection movement
not only sought to safeguard consumers, but also served to
protect companies operating legally, while expecting those
who still had problems to improve themselves, rather than
indiscriminatingly destroying them all.
When we tried to discuss things in a patient manner,
most of the companies would be willing to accept this
approach of communication. Even when they had come
in filled with anger, they would be able to leave in peace.
Therefore, communication takes wisdom, and it requires
us to embrace and tolerate different perspectives. As
Master Sheng Yen often said, “Do things wisely, and treat
people with compassion and loving-kindness.”
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Wei Er Kang Restaurant fire and the
Four Steps for Handling a Problem
In 1993, President Lee Teng-hui nominated me as
a member of Taiwan’s Control Yuan, prompting career
change. From then on I started a 12 year career as a
Control Yuan member. But I never expected that in
my third year as a Control Yuan member, I suddenly
encountered one of the most unbearable challenges in my
life, which, however, opened up the most unbelievable
opportunity for me to experience Buddhist teachings.
In 1995, the devastating Wei Er Kang Restaurant fire in
Taichung, which killed 64 people and left a dozen injured,
sent shockwaves through society. At that time I was in
charge of the investigation, to see if any public servants
in the central government or local administration were
involved in illegal practices or cases of negligence. When I
went to the disaster scene to carry out my examination to
check relevant files, I realized that victims had become so
helpless and vulnerable, being unable to find the way out
in such a big fire. My proposed impeachment of the public
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servants for their dereliction of their duties failed and I felt
such shame towards the victims. During that period, some
of their families went to protest in front of the Control
Yuan holding the spiritual tablets of their deceased family
members.
All this inner and external pressure had worn me out.
I couldn’t sleep l and often had nightmares, to the degree
that I had not been able to eat and sleep properly, and so
I lost a lot of weight The second round of impeachment
for this case affirmed that some public servants should be
held responsible for their malpractice, but I still felt no
relief, and so people around me saw that and started to feel
worried about me.
In one gathering, I happened to meet Ke Biyao, a
Dharma sister from the Dharma Affinity Society, and her
husband Wu Chunfu. Seeing me so thin all of a sudden,
they asked me the reason and kindly introduced me to
Master Sheng Yen, thinking that what I needed the most at
that time was Buddhist teachings.
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Accompanied by Wu and his wife, I went to Nung
Chan Monastery to visit Shifu. My first impression of Shifu
was that he appeared to be a compassionate and solemn
elder. After I poured out my worries, Shifu immediately
used the Four Steps for Handling a Problem to encourage
me to “Face it, Accept it, Deal with it, and Let it go.” Even if
the outcome is not quite what we expect, we should still let
it go. His words were undoubtedly like the most alarming
words of warning to me.
Not being able to let go was exactly my problem. I was
so worried and ashamed, feeling heavily burdened in the
body and mind. A media report even said that I was on the
brink of suffering depression because of this case. Shifu’s
guidance enabled me to release this heavy burden, and I
was able to sleep better. That was indeed incredible. The
“Four Steps for Handling a Problem” is really a handy and
useful method of practice, especially the wisdom of letting
go, letting go of what is past and our self as well.
Looking back at this method of “letting go,” my
experience is that before we are able to let go, we must first
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transform our thinking. Shifu taught me how to transform
my thinking by, for example, reciting Amitabha Buddha’s
name, and so I practiced accordingly. Another way is to do
volunteer work, transforming our focus of attention into
serving others. By transforming our thinking, we can detach
ourselves from the mud pool of troubles and pains going
around in circle, and instead replace it with positive and pure
way of thinking and sentiment. Gradually we will be able to
turn our unease into a path of calming mind. This process
helped me learn that engaging in public welfare service not
only needs to have a kind heart and compassionate mind, but
also the skill of wisdom and calming people’s minds. About
this art of wisdom, I really found it a most awe-inspiring
lesson, which benefitted me a lot.
In October of the same year, I participated in the
9th Dharma Drum Mountain Chan Retreat Camp for
Prominent Professionals, which was actually the first
time I came into contact with Dharma Drum Mountain.
Shifu gave me the Dharma name, Li Guoshou, and my
interpretation of it is following the law and maintaining the
precepts.
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Chan practice has helped my life and my work a lot.
Whenever I am confused, I would temporarily put aside
what I am doing and sit quietly for serenity. Sometimes
I can come up with the solution like that. Afterwards I
started to take part in activities organized by DDM, for
example, the Prominent Professionals Group Practice
Fellowship, as well as the DDM foundation laying and
underground palace treasure placement ceremony in 1996.
And then I became engaged with DDM more and more.

Caring for life by advocating the Six
Ethics of the Mind
In 2005, unexpectedly, I “lost my job.”
At that time I had already fulfilled the third term as
member of the Control Yuan. Initially I was going to be
nominated by former President Chen Shui-bian to serve
the forth term, but because the Legislative Yuan refused
to review it, the Control Yuan was forced into a halt. As I
was caught in the dilemma, I got a phone call from Shifu,
telling me to come to the Zhongzheng Practice Center
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on Renai Road. It was like a happy surprise for me, so I
immediately went there by the Metro to see Shifu.
When Shifu saw me, he first asked me about what I
had been. Learning that I had been made “unemployed,”
he then asked me whether I would like to help with the
Dharma Drum Humanities and Social Improvement
Foundation. I said that I would love to be a volunteer.
Shifu then said I would be more than a volunteer, but to
serve as the secretary-general for the Humanities and
Social Improvement Foundation. And he also asked me
how much I would like to be paid. I replied that since I had
decided to follow Shifu I would be very happy to work as a
volunteer.
So like that, I landed a new job!
Shifu even kindly said that I could stop my volunteer
work at the Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation
anytime once I got to resume my fourth term as member of
the Control Yuan, putting the priority on my government
service work. But it must be that I have a deep affinity with
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Dharma Drum Mountain: I have now served 12 years at the
Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation since I first
took up the position of secretary-general in 2006.
The reason why I agreed to take up this position
without doubting about it even once was that Shifu was very
skillful in convincing me. He hoped to use my experience in
engaging in social welfare to help promote DDM’s vision and
ideals. That is to say, my starting point was to continue with
the resources I had enjoyed when engaging in social welfare
work, while expanding it by infusing with DDM’s vision and
ideals. So that sounded very challenging, but it was also what
I was familiar with. Be it about caring for life or ethics, both
are the issue I was very much concerned about.
Ethics is necessary for interpersonal relationship. For
example, when I was serving as a lawyer, I often had elderly
visitors from the corporate world. Some people said that I
had special affinity with the elderly. In fact it must be that I
show them great respect and reverence. Another example
is that when Li Kwoh-ting was advocating the Sixth Ethics
in the 1980s, he invited me to serve as the supervisor of
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the Social Ethics Association. To me, this was also about
social welfare service work, but I put equal devotion into it
as well. The Sixth Ethics Li Kwoh-ting proposed is mainly
about how individuals should interact with other people.
The Six Ethics of the Mind Shifu proposed covers a wider
range of aspects, including family, daily living, school life,
natural environment, workplace, and ethnicity.
My priority after taking up the position was to
build up the organizational structure of the Humanities
and Social Improvement Foundation, and then recruit
outstanding talent. For example, we have a committee and a
consultancy panel. We have regular meeting on Wednesdays,
in order to realize efficiency. Through meetings, we invite
people to contribute their opinions and views, propose
good ideas, evaluate the feasibility of possible plans, and also
develop strategies for our actions. If all the ideas, plans, and
strategies are available, then we will form an executive team.
This reflects the efficiency of our Foundation.
The Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation
has several qualities: firstly, it has a clear vision—“protect the
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spiritual environment” as the core value, while promoting the
Six Ethics of the Mind and the education of caring for life.
Secondly, it has a comprehensive organizational structure.
We have a strong board of directors and various committees,
and we have formed a preaching team for promoting the
Six Ethics of the Mind, a volunteer team dedicated to the
Caring for Life hotline, and a Mind Theater, as a joint effort
to push forward our undertakings.
Shifu once said, “The more chaotic our environment,
the more we need to advocate ethical education and
concepts.” He regarded ethics as loving-kindness and
a bodhisattva’s compassion, and urged us to act for the
benefit of self and others. Only by acting for the benefit
of others as the prerequisite can our goal to benefit self
be secured. Therefore, despite the chaos in the bigger
environment, through our joint efforts by practicing the
ethics, I believe that we can save the human minds, survive
the adversaries, develop ourselves amidst unfavorable
conditions, and thereby uplift the character of humanity
and building a pure land on earth.
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The focal point of our caring for life work is about
suicide prevention and organizing the Caring for Life
Award. In this regard, Master Sheng Yen took part in the
“Cherishing Life” social welfare advertisement in 2006,
urging people to “Think two more minutes, and you
don’t need to commit suicide, because there are always
ways out!” This was well received in society. We received
letters of thanks from the public. For example, one woman
changed her mind and decided not to commit suicide
because she had seen that advertisement. Besides, the
Caring for Life Award, which combines the discussion
panel and the award ceremony, is now entering its eighth
year, since first launched in 2007. This event, in addition to
expressing reverence to groups and individuals dedicated
to suicide prevention effort and life education, also aims
to share the values of respecting life, cherishing life, and
making the most of our life.
What is valuable about the DDM organization is that it
embraces diversity. For example, the Caring for Life award
invites people and groups of all religious backgrounds to
recommend candidates. Award winners throughout the years
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have included Catholics and Christians. They were willing to
identify with and happy to receive the award, indicating that
this endeavor is truly beyond the religious lines.
What is valuable about DDM can also been seen in how
the organization is willing to embrace the events organized by
the Humanities and Social Improvement Foundation, which
of course will in turn contribute to DDM as a whole. That
is, DDM fosters the Humanities and Social Improvement
Foundation, and the Foundation facilitates the promotion of
DDM, which is complementary and reciprocal.

Doing things wisely and treating people
with compassion
By doing even one single thing right in our life, our life
would be worth it. For me, this thing is public welfare. The
focus of my life has always been on public welfare. Public
welfare and Buddhist teachings can go hand in hand.
Buddhism talks about selflessness and no-self. Engaging
in giving of ourselves for the benefit of others is in line
with the essence of public welfare endeavor. So I think that
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the Buddhist spirit of wisdom, compassion, giving, and
benefitting others represents exactly the principle public
welfare seeks to achieve.
I have been married for 50 years, and this is also the
principle I have always followed. Now our children have
grown up. Not only can they support themselves, but can
also help others. This pleases me and I am happy that I have
seven grand-children, who enrich my senior years. Buddhist
practice has helped bring calm and peace in my mind,
which in turn has helped bring about peace and harmony
in my family life. I believe this is my karmic blessing.
I didn’t really spend much time with Shifu as a student,
but he always remained my most revered teacher who
had inspired my life. By learning Buddhist practice with
Shifu, what I benefited the most is, apart from the Four
Steps for Handling a Problem, learning how to do things
wisely and treat people compassionately. Especially, doing
things wisely and treating people with compassion has
become part of my life. After Shifu died, I continue to push
forward the work Shifu expected me to carry out. This 12-
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year long mission came to an end in April 2018. Though I
have resigned from the post, I am still and always will be a
volunteer for Dharma Drum Mountain. Whenever DDM
needs me, I will definitely come forward to help.
(A talk given at DDM Degui Academy on January 30, 2018.
Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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Doing Unconditional Good
Huang Chuqi
When I took up the position as vice president of Dharma
Drum Mountain Fellowship, my wife offered me a phrase
for encouragement: Benefiting others without thought of
self.
At that time I didn’t give it much thought until when
later I was involved in producing and releasing the 108
Adages of Wisdom composed by Shifu, in which there
is one sentence reading “Benefit others with a mind of
purity,” that I realized that it is extremely difficult to truly
realize “no-self.”
Nevertheless, from Shifu’s vows, resolution, and insights, I
know that represents “no-self.”

Introducing the Speaker

Huang Chuqi

Born in Dazhi, Taipei City in 1956, Huang Chuqi
founded the Horng Chih Corporation in 1984. In 2000
he participated in the 17th Dharma Drum Mountain
Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals, and
was given the Dharma name Huang Changcheng
(constant honesty and sincerity). He served as vice
section chief of the Fund-raising Section of Dharma
Practice Society, vice president of the Dharma Drum
Mountain Fellowship, and board member of the
Sheng Yen Education Foundation. He is currently
the board member of the Dharma Drum Institute of
Liberal Arts, and president of DDM Fellowship of
Honorary Directors.

S

ince October 2000 when I joined the organization,
I have always felt ashamed that I “occupied so many

positions” at DDM. Aware of my limited ability, I know
that the karmic blessings I have been enjoyed are thanks
to the tolerance from Shifu, DDM’s monastics and its
Dharma supporters. I often think of what Shifu said, “The
Buddha’s teaching is so wonderful, but so few people know
of it and so many people misunderstand it.” So I hope that
I can share Shifu’s teaching as a gift as far as I am able to.
It’s just that whether my way of doing it is what DDM and
society really needs. For this purpose, I am still observing,
and continue to seek changes.

Seeking changes amid challenges
Making changes has always been part of my life. I
was born and raised in Dazhi. It wasn’t until I graduated
from junior high school that I started to study outside my
hometown. The Dazhi district in the 1960s was still much
of a farming village, though there were already sporadic
family factories and household economy. After I turned
five and was old enough to help, my parents assigned me
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the task of collecting and steaming food waste to be fed
to pigs. But the thing is I was still a little boy, and so had
difficulty doing the job properly. I remember the stick
I used to carry the bucket was taller than me, and that
buckets of food waste at both ends were heavier than I was.
Sometimes when my neighbors saw me cross the street
carrying it they would worry if the heavy load would affect
my growth.
The saying “Making a living at the mercy of nature”
reflects most farmers’ way of life. I have some experience
in this regard. Later, when my parents started their food
production and sales business, it was still about “making a
living at the mercy of nature.” They made use of seasonally
available materials and produced whatever at hand. In
spring when there was taro they made and sold taro balls.
When in summer when there was “fairy grass” (Chinese
mesona) they made and sold fairy-grass jelly or tea. In
autumn they made radish cakes, and in winter they made
traditional “nian gao,” or the steamed sticky rice cake. My
parents worked so hard, and my brothers and sisters and
I all had to help with them after school. I owe my good
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physical condition to this experience. Facing hardships
in life, my parents had to find a way out. This taught me
about the importance of making changes.
I founded Horng Chih Corporation, specializing in
the R&D and sales of electronic parts and components.
Some people may think that it was thanks to my parents
or the newly introduced land reform policy that I was
able to start a business when I was under 30 years old.
That was not true. Actually I had to thank the overall
environment at that time, when transition of Taiwan’s
economy was starting to see its positive results. In addition,
the government encouraged people to start their own
businesses. So as long you had a dream and were willing
to work hard, founding a small or medium business wasn’t
impossible. Even if you lacked the capital, you could always
get a loan from the bank. Encouraged by this atmosphere
of the time, I therefore founded my company and started
my own brand through my own effort. Instead of aiming
to make a lot of money, I did that simply because I didn’t
want to be poor anymore, because I believed that making
changes was the only way out.
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Horng Chih Corporation was a small business when it
was just founded. But I seemed to have good opportunities.
At that time I established our headquarters in Taiwan,
and also set up branches in Japan and Korea, as well as in
Beijing, Suzhou, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, China. Now I
am starting to see the results.

Buddhist funeral brought about changes
in me
In order to survive in the market, businesses have
to insist on quality control as their primary concern,
and only by constantly introducing new products in
response to market needs can businesses remain their
competitive edges. After joining DDM, I realized that this
same principle also applied to Buddhist organizations. In
Buddhism, there are also “products,” which are Buddhist
teachings themselves. The essence of the Buddhist teaching
may remain unchanged, but the way of presenting it has to
speak to modern people, helping them to understand and
accept it.
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Take myself for example, during the two or three
years around the time when I was 40, both my grandfather
and father died soon after each other. So it is through the
simple and yet solemn Buddhist-style funeral that I first
came into contact with Buddhism. Especially in 1997,
when my father died, I could feel it even more profoundly.
Twenty years ago in the Dazhi district, folk ceremonies
were mostly connected to folk religions. And in the
countryside, one’s neighbors might very possibly one’s
relatives as well. Therefore, when a family member died,
the whole clan would offer help and support each other in
their own initiative. My parents also had this experience
too. When my father died, our relatives offered kind
help, which was really touching. Some of our elderly
relatives even left their home as early as 4 am, just to
come to our house to help. But the thing is, they all had
their own opinions about how to go about the funeral,
and were keen to teach you or show you how to do it in
the traditional way. They put much emphasis on that the
parade formation, the flower parade, and the band had to
be enormous; otherwise it would be considered unfitting
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to the dignity my father should have deserved. It’s just
that I couldn’t really agree with the conventional funeral
ceremony that stressed the display of splendor.
As I was feeling confused, I heard another voice: the
then monastic advisor of DDM End-of-Life Caring Group,
Venerable Guo Dong, the current abbot president of
DDM, and fellow Dharma sister Zhang Dengdai, a fundraising member of DDM, together with other lay Buddhist
practitioners, led our family members to perform chanting
for the deceased, and the atmosphere was so peaceful and
warm. At that time I already made up my mind. Especially,
Ven. Guo Dong came to our home several times to express
care. He really did an excellent job in providing care service.
During that time, I also went to Nung Chan Monastery to
do Buddha-name recitation practice to dedicate the merit
to my father. It was then that I knew about chanting the
Amitabha Sutra, and that not only are we supposed to chant
it ourselves, but also chant the Sutra standing.
When my grandfather passed away, Ven. Guo Dong
also came to provide care service. At that time he drove
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and came alone, so I was impressed by his enthusiasm
and spirit. Especially, his Dharma talk given at my
grandfather’s funeral ceremony was lively and engaging,
which was most inspiring to me, who had never come
into contact with Buddhism before. This was also part
of the reasons why I decided to adopt the Buddhist style
funeral for my grandfather. Of course some of my elderly
relatives weren’t very happy about this decision, because
adopting the Buddhist style funeral was not only the first
time in our bigger family, but also something new in the
Dazhi district. One of my aunts was adamantly opposed
to my decision. She came to our house twice every day to
express her strong doubt about it. Even after the funeral
was completed, she still criticized me from time to time,
saying, “This is how we do things traditionally. Everybody
does that. Why did you want to be so special?” But over a
decade later, she mentioned this again to me, saying, “After
I die, I want my ashes to be buried on Dharma Drum
Mountain. I think that’s a good idea.” This shows that
tradition isn’t something set in stone. Buddhist concepts
have exerted their influence in society, but it certainly takes
time.
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Repaying the kindness and the arrival of
opportunities
After my father’s funeral was completed, Zhang
Dengdai then recommended me for the Chan Retreat
Camp for Prominent Professionals. But it was a pity that
maybe it wasn’t the time yet. She recommended me twice
for two consecutive years but I wasn’t accepted. For the
third year, when Lian Zhifu of DDM Dharma Practice
Society recommended me, I finally got accepted, for the
17th Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent Professionals
in October 2000, which took place at the Contemporary
Quarters on Dharma Drum Mountain.
I only remember two or three things about that camp.
One is that I was dozing almost throughout the whole
process; I dozed for each and every sitting cession. The
other thing is aches all over and numbness in legs, among
other uncomfortable feelings throughout my body. But
there is one thing that touched me the most. Shifu led
us throughout the whole process, so he must have been
so tired. But his expression was always one of peace and
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harmony, as his words of wisdom reflect, “Always relax
your body and mind, and wear a smiling face.” It moved
me very much. On the day when it was concluded, Shifu
mentioned in his Dharma talk that he hoped to find 10
more practice centers in the Taipei City, each of around
100 pings. And he urged us to help, if possible. I might not
have remembered what else Shifu said in that occasion, but
I certainly remember these words.
Since I joined the Chan retreat camp, my way of
practice has been one of carrying out tasks. I do whatever
that needs me to do to the best of my ability. So when
I heard that DDM needed more permanent centers of
practice in Taipei City, I took the location into my priority
consideration, and hence we have the Zhongshan Practice
Center and the Zhongzheng Practice Center (changed into
the Sheng Yen Education Foundation in August 2009),
which were opened in 2002.
I offered the place for setting up the Zhongshan
Practice Center, purely for the purpose of repaying
kindness. During my father’s funeral, the Dharma
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friends from the Zhongshan district showed much care,
which was most touching. When I went back to visit
the Zhongshan Practice Center at the top floor of an old
five-story apartment building, seeing that some senior
practitioners were to walk up and down the staircases with
difficulty, I immediately thought maybe I could help make
this possible. The Zhongzheng Practice Center on the
Renai Road is only three to four buildings away from our
company. It was a space newly bought by our company,
originally meant to be a storeroom. It was already sorted
out but not officially opened yet. It would be good if it
could be used as a group practice center for practitioners
in the Zhongzheng and Wanhua districts. I have benefitted
from other people’s kindness and I am grateful that DDM’s
followers offered their care and service for my family. On
the one hand, I had the ability to help with this cause and
was willing to do it, and so I did. At that time it was indeed
a good opportunity.
I didn’t expect that the Zhongzheng Practice Center
would become the residence of Shifu in his later years.
Starting from October 27, 2005, Shifu had lived there for
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three years and four months, which allowed me more
opportunities to ask Shifu questions about the Buddha’s
teaching. Sometimes I would run into Shifu in the arcade.
At any time or place, when Shifu happened to bump into
me he would ask, “Is there anything I can help with?” He
probably knew that I lacked in wisdom and had limited
ability and so I needed to be reminded all the time.
We knew that Shifu had to go through kidney dialysis
in his later year. Patients who receive kidney dialysis often
suffer physical weakness and lack of appetite, and are
exhausted. Without exception, these symptoms happened
to Shifu as well. I remember clearly that whenever he
had to go to the National Taiwan University Hospital for
kidney dialysis, he would return to the Practice Center
at around the time just before one pm. And before it
hit 3 pm he would begin to arrange meetings, receive
guests, take interviews, or go out for some scheduled
appointments. In other words, he had less than two hours
for lunch and a nap. Much as he was suffering illness, he
still managed to work as usual. If it weren’t for the power
of his vows and determination, it would be hard to image
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how he could have achieved that. I was once convinced
that determination was the only strong point in me,
and that I can strive for a goal by trying my best efforts.
But from Shifu’s example, I could see that my degree of
determination was really nothing; compared to Shifu’s
determination it was really a far cry from that.

Shifu’s teaching by example: compassion
for the benefit of others
The longer I stayed with Shifu, the more I realized that
my ability is limited, and that there are many things I still
need to learn.
For example, in 2002 Shifu led a group of monastic
and lay practitioners to escort the return of the stone head
of Akshobhya Buddha statue back to its original place, the
Four Gates Pagoda, in Shandong Province, China. That
was the first time I got to learn from Shifu being so close to
him. Shifu valued this thing very much. Before setting out
on our journey, he convened several meetings, to illustrate
the purpose and dispatch tasks, as well as give Dharma
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talks regarding the mindsets and codes of conduct required
of the escorting members of this trip. Except for our
scheduled itinerary to Shandong Province, Shifu also gave
lectures on Buddhism at the invitation of The Buddhist
Academy of China in Beijing. Right on the eve before the
lecture, we discovered that we also needed a projector. But
the Academy didn’t have this equipment, so I asked my
colleague in Beijing to bring me one for emergency. This
experience left me with two deep impressions.
One is that from Shifu’s example I learned how
meticulous and scrupulous he was in attending to things.
Another impression was that although the accompanying
monastics couldn’t really react to things as quickly, I
nevertheless noticed that lay practitioners did have
something to offer for help. So, afterwards, whenever I
had the opportunity to accompany Shifu, I always position
myself as one to help provide resources. Now when DDM’s
current abbot president Ven. Guo Dong goes abroad to
visit devotees and followers, I also do my best to see what I
can help as a supporting lay practitioner.
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The second time I accompanied him was in April
2005, when Shifu was on a trip to Peking University,
Tsinghua University, Nanjing University, and Guangzhou
University for academic exchange. He gave four academic
lectures in three separate cities within six days. This was
indeed a tight schedule, and one cannot help but worry
whether Shifu, at 75, could actually cope with that. It
turned out that it was indeed physically too demanding
for him. But Shifu was alright, and in the end it was me
who got a problem. Honestly speaking, to be close to
Shifu was supposedly easy: wherever he goes, we just
follow. When Shifu gives lectures, we can also listen to his
talks as audience. Sometimes we can also help observe
the feedback from the audience, and that’s all. But when
I accompanied Shifu to Nanjing University, the third leg
of the itinerary, I was already feeling somewhat tired.
Maybe it was because the venue’s air-conditioning wasn’t
working properly and so it was stuffy inside, but Shifu
appeared energetic and shone on the stage, while some
accompanying personnel were already too tired to sit
properly. At our final leg, Guangzhou University, I was
more than tired, actually to the degree of exhaustion. So I
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had to take pain-killers to bring myself together. Therefore,
I really admire Shifu for his determination and aspiration.
Being 50 at that time, I was already so tired that I couldn’t
really function properly, but Shifu didn’t look tired at all,
for he had in mind to share the Dharma with people.
Someone once asked my wife, “After Chuqi started
practicing Buddhism, has his temperament actually
improved?” My wife then said good words about me,
by commenting, “Yes, indeed. He has become more
compassionate.” If I have really become a changed person,
it is all thanks to my learning from Shifu. For example,
in 2007 the Free Mind and Chan Delight: Exhibition of
calligraphy by Master Sheng Yen, which was planned
and organized by DDM Special Project Secretary Office,
consecutively took place in Taipei, Taichung, Tainan,
and Kaohsiung. On the day the exhibition was opened in
Kaohsiung, I originally had planned to first accompany
Shifu to travel south to Kaohsiung and then return to
Taipei in the evening, but on my way to Kaohsiung on the
High Speed Train, I got an emergency phone call about an
overseas meeting I had to attend. In other words, I would
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not be able to fulfill my promise to Shifu. This indeed
troubled me, but Shifu’s reply touched me deeply.
Shifu said compassionately, “Chuqi, I want to thank you
so much, for making time to travel with me to Kaohsiung
while you have your own company to attend to. That is
already not easy; if you have to come to Kaohsiung first and
then catch a flight later, I’m afraid you won’t make it in time.
Why don’t you just return to Taoyuan right now, so that you
have more time? Don’t worry about the following schedule.”
Shifu’s explanation made me feel all the more ashamed. He
didn’t mean to blame me, but was trying to be thoughtful.
Shifu was compassionate and kind to people, and
careful and cautious with things. This is what I can
learn from him. Actually Shifu was strict with the tasks
he entrusted with us. He expected us to accomplish
them as soon as possible. If we happened to be slacking
off, he would notice immediately. Cautiousness and
meticulousness are two essential qualities required of
people engaged in the electronics industry. The degree
Shifu showed carefulness and cautiousness was far
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more beyond that. Matsushita Kōnosuke, founder of the
Japanese company Panasonic, once said, “I would never
leave any blade of grass behind wherever I have walked.”
He meant that all products made by Panasonic could
be guaranteed with their quality and so you couldn’t
really find other competitors in the market. Shifu was
compassionate and kind, and so he would always make
sure to leave room for others. What I want to say with this
is: I learned from Shifu’s committed and cautious attitude
in doing things, that in carrying out a task you can’t afford
to be absentminded and careless.

The emergence of 108 Adages of
Wisdom as a joint effort
I began learning Buddhism at the Dharma Drum
Mountain organization in 2001, when I served as vice
section chief at the fundraising section of DDM Dharma
Practice Society. In 2004, Shifu hoped that I could take up
the position of vice president of DDM Fellowship. During
the time serving at DDM Fellowship, I worked with Chen
Jianan, then president of the Fellowship. We often had
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to travel around Taiwan to carry out care service work
by visiting devotees in different places. We heard many
voices, and when there were voices that means there were
needs. Our job was to find out the right way to respond to
these needs. This was where we could apply our effort as
members of the Fellowship.
At that time the core need of fundraising members of
the DDM Fellowship system was the Buddhist teachings
one could apply and share with others at any time and
places. Chen and I both thought that the best way to
show care was to share the Buddhist teachings. But where
could we access the Buddhist teachings? We thought the
most accessible must be Shifu’s works. But books can be
expensive and so it might not be an ideal approach for
sharing the Dharma with people on an extensive basis.
Later, we thought of compiling Shifu’s words into some
form of product that we can share with people for free.
We then went to Shifu to report to him this shared idea
of ours, and then invited other members of our group
to select the words from the Complete Works of Master
Sheng Yen which they found most beneficial to them. The
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words of wisdom we collected for the first round were
so many that we had to select some out of the collection,
by four standards: First, the sentence must be concise;
secondly, it has to be easy to understand; thirdly, it has to
be convenient to carry around; and fourthly, the cost has to
be reasonable. So that’s how the first edition of 108 Adages
of Wisdom was born.
There are altogether four booklets of 108 Adages of
Wisdom. Its contents, devoid of any religious color, are
about Buddhist wisdom we can apply in daily life. The
process of collecting and compiling the Dharma words,
except for the first booklet, for which some members of the
Fellowship were involved in collecting the words, is also
thanks to the participation of DDM’s monastics and DDM
Cultural Center. The third booklet contains Master Sheng
Yen’s calligraphy works as its main appeal. The calligraphy
for its cover page also has a story. Initially, the idea was to
ask Shifu to write the title in calligraphy himself, but Shifu
said, “My calligraphy won’t add to its appeal, so we should
find a professional calligrapher to write the title.” We were
thinking of asking Huang Dusheng to write the calligraphy
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for us, and Huang was very happy about it too. For the first
booklet he wrote in the cursive script style, which I found
a little bit “too artistic,” so for the second booklet he wrote
the title in the regular script style.
So far, I would say promoting the 108 Adages of
Wisdom is one of the most daring things I have ever
done. I vowed to release 100 million copies of the Adages
worldwide. In June 2005 we published the first booklet in
the traditional and simplified Chinese character versions.
Subsequently we also published the Adages in over 20
other languages, including English, Japanese, French,
Korean, German, Italian, Burmese, Tibetan, Russian, and
Arabic. Besides the Sheng Yen Education Foundation,
which helped its printing for free distribution, in Europe,
the US, Japan, Southeast Asia, China, and Taiwan there
were also groups or individuals who helped print the
Adages on their own initiative. Therefore, it won’t be
impossible to release 100 million copies.
After the publication and release of 108 Adages of
Wisdom, we received lots of feedback from people from
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many different places. This showed how much the words of
wisdom by Shifu were needed as spiritual nourishment for
today’s people. For example in May 2008 a big earthquake
hit Wenchuan in Sichuan Province of China. Entrusted
with the mission, I travelled there to visit the affected
people as part of our care and relief efforts, which were
well received by local people. There were local school
children who recited “Our needs are few, but our wants
are many” on their way to school. People coming for free
clinic services would share the Dharma words which they
found most useful to them, and express thanks to DDM
for providing them with this “portable” wisdom that
helped them find more peace and joy in life. In Taiwan,
there are mothers who read out the 108 Adages of Wisdom
with their children as the “bed-time story,” which in turn
benefit themselves too. In his teen, Shifu felt it a shame
that “The Dharma is so wonderful, but so few people know
of it.” Now we are promoting the 108 Adages of Wisdom,
so at least this serves as an effort through which Buddhist
teachings can be more accessible to people who need them.
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Dependent origination, emptiness in
nature, life and death at ease
From pamphlet to booklet, from Chinese only to
over 20 other languages of translation, and from printed
words to comics and motion picture—these all mark the
extensive effort to promote the 108 Adages of Wisdom.
For example the Supernatural Child of Freedom and Ease
series for both comics and motion picture, targeted at school
children, is meant to share the value of benefitting self and
others. Starting from 2017, the motion picture series “The
Enlightening Journey of Dai” was shared online, with issues
focusing on life and death. In fact, right after the 108 Adages
of Wisdom was launched we were already considering how
to promote the Buddhist way of showing care on people
facing the issue of life and death in terms of the approach
and media through which the topic was to be presented, for
the general public to accept the idea. If we trace its history
backward, this is actually a long period of ten years.
Caring for the dying and the bereaved is very important.
I myself came into contact with the Buddhist teachings
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when an elderly member in our family died, prompting
me to think about the meaning of life. Also, whenever on
a business or personal trip, I got to see more and more
people suffer distress or experience emotional disturbance
due to environmental changes. Regarding the issues of
physical and mental unease, one can always find inspiring
insights from the 108 Adages of Wisdom, about Shifu’s
perspectives on the issue of life and death. The only thing
is that with constant changes in time, we need to adjust our
approach to engaging people.
As Shifu once said, “Death is neither a celebration nor
about a funeral, but about a solemn Buddhist undertaking.”
What is this Buddhist undertaking then? It is about the
law of dependent origination, indicating that when there
is arising then there must be perishing, and when there is
a beginning there is an end, after which there will be new
birth. Therefore, since this life of ours will come to an end
at some point, we should cherish our life, making the most
of our every single day rather than expecting this “some
day in the future.” And, doesn’t the end of this life mark the
very starting point of our next life?
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To address the issue of life and death in terms of
the dependent origination of life, we produced the
Enlightening Journey of Dai motion picture series. This
series contains 20 episodes: episodes one to 10 deal with
death, and encourage one to live one’s life in a meaningful
way by reflecting on our normally uneasy feeling toward
death. Another 10 episodes continue to deal with life in
terms of a calm and peaceful body and mind, by urging
people to experience the value of life marked by hope
and aspiration. Through the lively figures and touching
stories of the motion picture, we hoped to present a fitting
thought on caring for the dying and the bereaved suitable
for modern time.

Benefitting others without thought of self,
fulfilling a vow
I often feel that I started learning Buddhism and came
into contact with Dharma Drum Mountain too late, so it’s like
I am always trying to “catch up with the schedule,” by making
the most of the causes and conditions to do things. But with
my limited ability, I can only try to learn by doing. From
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the time I took up the position of vice-president of DDM
Fellowship, through to the Sheng Yen Education Foundation,
Dharma Drum Institute of Liberal Arts and DDM Board
of Honorable Directors, where I served as director and
president, that is all because I “knew nothing” and “couldn’t
do anything” that I dared to undertake those tasks.
Shifu had two calligraphy works to do with the “power
of vow”; they are “to make a great vow” and “to fulfill
a vow”. I have always been investigating two questions:
“What should one do to make a great vow?” and “How
does one fulfill a vow?” When I just took up the position
of vice-president of DDM Fellowship, my wife offered
me a phrase—benefitting others without any thought
of self—as encouragement, to remind me to simply go
ahead in this direction. Actually, I didn’t quite understand
what “benefitting others without any thought of self ”
means, until later when I was engaged in producing and
releasing the 108 Adages of Wisdom, in which Shifu
wrote: “Benefitting others reflects a mind of purity without
desiring to ask anything for return.” In the World of Chan,
it says, “Impermanence is suffering, impermanence is
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emptiness, and impermanence is no-self. This is the
fundamental doctrine of Buddhism. Someone who can
accept the doctrines of suffering, impermanence, and noself is a Buddhist with right faith.” I know it’s difficult to
really realize the principle of “no-self ”, but from Shifu’s
example with his vows, determination, and wisdom, I
knew that represents “no-self.”
The Buddhist teachings are much needed by modern
society, so we must find a relevant way to carry out our
care service works. The prerequisite has four standards:
first of all, we do not do things that go against the law.
This “law” means the laws as regulated by governments
and the “laws” as stated in the Buddha’s teaching, and the
vision and ideals of Dharma Drum Mountain as well.
Take the 108 Adages of Wisdom for example, we hope it
can be promoted and released throughout the world, so
we have to abide by laws and regulations as formulated in
different parts of the world. It’s first and foremost to abide
by the law. In the meantime we need to follow the ideals
of Dharma Drum Mountain: “Uplifting the character of
humanity and building a pure land on earth.” People who
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aspire to help us with this effort must first try to uplift their
own character before they can convince others.
Secondly, the “direction” mustn’t go astray. By “direction”
I mean to observe what people in society really need. For
what is worth doing, we should go and do it quickly. If
society and the group don’t need it and we still insist on
doing it then it is not an environmentally friendly thing to
do. Thirdly, there shouldn’t be any preconditions attached
to doing good. On January 15, 2009, Shifu spoke to a
group of monastic practitioners and lay Buddhists at the
National Taiwan University Hospital—actually he was
entrusting his disciples with missions, one of which being
“to join Dharma Drum Mountain is to dedicate oneself
without any thought of power.” As far as I am concerned I
think that is the teaching that all DDM’s supports should
remember and keep in mind well.
Fourthly, we should give back to society what we
have taken from it. Shifu once said, “Buddhism, in its
correct sense, is a religion that teaches people how to show
gratitude and repay kindness of others.” We want to care
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for people in society as a way to show our gratitude and
repay kindness of others. If one has the opportunity and
the time is right, plus the ability and resource, then to me
that represents the potential to repay kindness.
Several years ago, I was asked to serve as president of
DDM Board of Honorable Directors, for which I also apply
these four principles and try my best to offer suitable care
service. The honorable directors support Dharma Drum
Mountain because they identify with its vision and ideals,
but the best gift to give back to them for their kindness
is still the Buddhist teaching itself. What we did was we
gradually realized our goal with three steps, first by sending
out birthday cards, secondly by releasing electronic
newsletter, and thirdly by organizing liaison gatherings
and spiritual growth camps for honorable directors
worldwide, and organize trips to visit Dharma centers in
different areas. When these different aspects of work are
accomplished, then they represent extensive care. Of these
activities, visiting Dharma centers is most important. We
built up this bridge to facilitate the honorable directors to
approach Dharma Drum Mountain, and later when they
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felt like knowing more about the Dharma they could go to
any practice center affiliated to Dharma Drum Mountain
which they find convenient. We also try to engage young
people, and nurture the younger generations; otherwise
our group will face a crisis in the future.
Shifu once asked me, “Where did you get the passion
to join Dharma Drum Mountain?” I said it’s like the
electronics industry is always seeking innovation and
change, ranging from desktop computers to laptops, and to
all kinds of electronic products, including mobile phones.
Our company is no exception: we cannot afford to slack off,
so we have to keep our research and development activities
going, with new products coming out on a monthly basis
to meet the demands of the market. I use this same attitude
for my work in supporting the Dharma. Shifu might have
passed away for many years, but his gift for us in the form
of Dharma is still there, so our care service work has to
continue, because care service is most essential.
(A talk given at Horng Chih Corporation on January 25, 2018.
Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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Persuasiveness through Purity
of the Six Sense Faculties
Wang Chongzhong
Shifu was wise, but what I feel the most strongly about
Shifu’s quality was his compassion.
In treating people and dealing with things, Shifu not
only had a power to exert an influence toward good
but also had a strong charisma.
That compassionate power of his presence was
certainly not about mere talks or making a lot of
material donation, but more of an internalization of
purity in his six sense faculties.

Introducing the Speaker

Wang Chongzhong

Born in Gangshan, Kaohsiung in 1958, Wang
Chongzhong is the general manager of Yilixing
Co., Ltd. In 1988 he started his Buddhist practice at
Nung Chan Monastery, and was given the Dharma
name “Wang Guobin.” In 2000, Master Sheng Yen
instructed Wang to help set up the DDM Dharma
Practice Society. As a founding member, Wang was
one of the few members of the society who hadn’t
participated in the Chan Retreat Camp for Prominent
Professionals prior to that. He served as CEO of the
Dharma Practice Society and in 2018 succeeded the
position as president of the Society.

I

never harbored enormous doubt or suspicion about
the Buddhist teaching. So far, I have been living a

smooth life, so I want to thank my parents for giving me
an environment favorable for my learning of Buddhism
to start with. And I also want to thank Master Sheng Yen
for showing me the Buddha’s teaching is indeed true and
substantial. I also thank the fact that I had engaged in
Buddhist practice in my previous lives, so that I am actually
not doing too badly, and am lucky enough to have met
Shifu in this life, to study and practice Buddhism with him.

Reciting the Heart Sutra, showing the
good spiritual root
I was born in the countryside of Gangshan in Kaohsiung.
Thanks to my parents, I got to come into contact with
Buddhism since I was small. My parents were devotees at a
local temple called Fuquan Temple. They were vegetarian
and attended Dharma assemblies on a regular basis. Because
my parents visited the temple regularly, I started to go to the
temple since I was a second-grader, purely for fun. At that
temple, with devotees being mostly adults and elderly people,
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I was the only small child. So naturally I drew much of the
attention and was often praised as “having the spiritual root.”
And I was happy with their praise too.
During that time I often followed my mother to visit
the temple, and every time I would recite the Heart Sutra.
Before long, I was able to recite it by heart. But how could
an eight or nine year old boy really understand the content
of the sutra? At most, I was just treating it like memorizing
passages from a textbook. Nevertheless, reciting the Heart
Sutra served some purpose for me. After coming home
from the temple, I would review it again with my illiterate
mother, sentence by sentence, working like a cassette
player, until she could recite it by heart.
Over time, I became familiar with the temple. On one
hand I did find it a friendly place, but on the other hand
with so many devotees and visitors coming in and out of the
temple, I had an impression that it treated people differently,
which puzzled me a great deal. For example, devotees with
a stronger financial background and more able to make
donation were often regarded as “distinguished guests” by its
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monastic and lay practitioners, who would take care to show
their hospitality by arranging seats and serving tea for them.
On the contrary, for those who made fewer donations, this
degree of hospitality would be skipped. So I was wondering:
the Buddhist teaching as I knew it talks about equality
between sentient beings, but why was it not the case in real
life? This frustrated me, and raised questions in me about the
purposes of religious belief. But at that time I didn’t expect
that I would have to answer this question myself.
Thinking back, I would consider my parents to be
Buddhist practitioners as well. But it’s a pity that my mother
died when I was in my second year of junior high school
and my father died when I was a sophomore in college.
They didn’t have the chance to meet a bright teacher, to
know about the Buddhist teaching in its correct sense.

Offering a lift opened up the opportunity
to visit Nung Chan Monastery
In 1988, an “accident” helped connect me to Nung
Chan Monastery. Instead of approaching Nung Chan
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Monastery on my own initiative by reading Master Sheng
Yen’s books, such as Questions and Answers on Buddhism
and Correct Buddhist Belief, like a lot of other people did,
I came to Nung Chan Monastery for the first time for the
sake of offering someone a lift for his emergency, and the
person who “introduced” me to “enter the gate” was my
brother-in-law Chen Zhaoxing.
That year I was 31 years old, already married. I was
working with my five brothers to set up a fruit trading
company. My job was to develop business, so I often had
to travel between Kaohsiung, where the headquarters of
our company was, and Taipei, for official business. When
I was in Taipei, I would stay at Zhaoxing’s place. Zhaoxing
and his wife were keen on promoting activities organized
by Nung Chan Monastery, and often urged me to join its
Amitabha Chanting Group practice. He said the Buddhist
teachings were wonderful, and that Buddhist practice could
help change one’s life.
Zhaoxing had good reason to say that. He wasn’t just
copying what others said; he really felt that way deep down
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in his heart. At that time in Taiwan there was a popular
saying: Taiwan is inundated with money up to one’s
ankles. This expression vividly described how thriving
Taiwan’s economy was at that time. The stock market was
prosperous. Zhaoxing worked in the securities industry,
indeed a secure and steady job many would envy. This
comfortable job that earned him easy money helped
improve his economy, but meanwhile money also slipped
through his fingers as a result. He often said that during
that time he got drunk almost every day, not because he
was indulged in alcohol and sex, but mostly due to his
tendency to “play generous” by offering to pay the bill at
restaurants. This explains why even after years of work
he was still left without a car and home, being stuck in a
financial crisis and almost losing his family.
Had it not been Dr. Xiong Qingliang, his fellow
countryman from the Pingdong County, who “enticed”
him to practice Buddha-name recitation at Nung Chan
Monastery, his life would have been a completely different
story. Therefore, he often said, “It’s Master Sheng Yen who
saved our whole family.”
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Zhaoxing went to Nung Chan Monastery one year
earlier than I did. I witnessed his change. Sometimes I would
wonder what kind of a figure Master Sheng Yen was, who
could inspire Zhaoxing to learn Buddhism and thus become
a completely changed person. It’s just that at that time I was
still living in Kaohsiung, and my second child was barely
one month old; it was the time when my life was occupied
with work and family. I traveled to Taipei purely for official
business and hardly stayed there for long. So no matter how
hard Zhaoxing tried to urge me, most of the time I only
shook my head and said, sometimes in an annoyed tone, “I
didn’t even have enough time for sleep, how can I possibly
spare time to practice Buddha-name recitation?”
That year, on one weekend evening in autumn, when
I was on a business trip to Taipei, I stayed at Zhaoxing’s
place as usual. That day, he came home rather late. As soon
as he came in he immediately asked me, “A-zhong, could
you give me a lift to Nung Chan Monastery tomorrow? My
car is out of battery, so I need your help for an ‘emergency’.”
It turned out that Zhaoxing forgot to switch off his car’s
front light after parking it at Nung Chan Monastery when
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he was there to practice Buddha-name recitation. After the
activity was over, his car was already out of battery, so he
had to take a taxi home instead. Helping with his urgent
problem was no bother to me at all, so the next morning,
on Sunday, I came to the Nung Chan Monastery that had
changed Zhaoxing’s whole family.
My first impression of Nung Chan Monastery is that
it was quiet and simple. Its corrugated iron buildings
touched me a great deal. I didn’t know why, but I just felt
it was good, and it had an engaging atmosphere. I felt it
was what a true practice center was supposed to be like.
Then I followed Zhaoxing to its main Buddha hall to
pay homage to the Buddha. In the tiny hall was actually
nothing else except for the statues of the Three Sages of the
Western Pure Land—Amitabha Buddha, Avalokiteśvara
Bodhisattva, and Mahāsthāmaprāpta Bodhisattva, and that
made me feel just perfectly right. Before I left, I saw the
introductory line of its Amitabha Chanting Group, which
says: “We don’t have an elaborate construction built of
crystal and proper tiles, but we certainly have a passionate
aspiration to offer you a spiritual homeland to engage in
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practice.” These words concisely describe the core purpose
of a Dharma practice center, striking the chords of my
heart. So I was sure that this had to be the Dharma center
that I had long been searching for.
I like to describe Nung Chan Monastery with its
corrugated iron buildings as Shifu’s “signature dish” and there
is no other branch. At the Monastery, listening to his Dharma
talks, following him to do seven-day Buddha-name recitation
retreat or Chan meditation retreat, and having meals
together with him was all part of its daily activities. While
we were happy listening to Shifu’s talks at the main Buddha
hall, we always tried to avoid meeting him once we were
outside the Buddha hall. But Shifu had a sharp yet serene
look in his eyes, making us feel all the more inadequate, and
that he would see through our habitual tendencies, which
had nowhere to hide. When aware that Shifu was walking
toward our direction, we would intuitively try to dodge him,
hoping to disappear in front of his eyes. If we failed to avoid
him in time then we would have to encounter Shifu “face to
face” and end up stammering in our speech, like we had been
caught doing bad things. This scene may sound ridiculous
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and silly, but this was indeed what many monastics and
devotees experienced in early days.

Dharma talks on the pilgrimage trip
Joining the practice group at Nung Chan Monastery
brought me many surprising experiences. I was lucky to be
able to join the pilgrimage trip in 1989 led by Shifu for the
first time. At that time the land for constructing Dharma
Drum Mountain complex had been found. The story behind
its acquisition through a joint prayer was an unprecedented
experience to Shifu and all DDM’s monastic and lay
practitioners. After the acquisition of the land, Shifu was
still pondering how to make the best use of this ambitious
practice center to be built. In the process of exploring its
potential purposes, Shifu decided to go for a pilgrimage trip
to India and Nepal to visit Buddhist sacred sites.
This pilgrimage trip was originally Shifu’s personal
aspiration. He wished to trace the footsteps of the Buddha,
and draw on the historical sources of the Buddha’s teaching
as points of reference for the direction of DDM’s future
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development. Subsequently, many supporting devotees
also expressed their wish to join the pilgrimage trip. After
Shifu’s approval, a group of nearly 80 people from Taiwan
and America joined the trip. I was still a new comer at
Nung Chan Monastery, and wasn’t really qualified as a
senior supporting member of DDM to sign up for the trip.
For this I really had to thank Zhaoxing’s recommendation,
allowing me to “follow their lead.”
For that pilgrimage trip, we weren’t assigned any
specific tasks in advance. Before setting out on our journey,
I didn’t have any specific ideas in mind either; I was
only thinking that since this was the first time I had ever
visited Buddhist sacred sites maybe it would be a good
idea to film the journey for future memory. So I brought a
camcorder with me, but I didn’t expect that it would be the
only device available in our group for filming, so naturally
it became my job, and many fun stories happened while I
was trying to capture the scenes.
At that time India was pretty much a conserved
society, and its economy wasn’t very good. Most people
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couldn’t really enjoy the potential opportunities for
business, and so they had developed all sorts of “skillful
means” to make extra money. For example, the keepers
at some sacred sites might tell visitors that filming was
not allowed, but as long as you gave them some tips they
would suddenly have no problem with that. Wherever you
went for a visit, giving tips would grant you the freedom
for filming. But you couldn’t give them all the tips in one
go, and you couldn’t just give tips to one single person;
you had to give them separately, to “universally build good
relationships with others.” So Zhaoxing and I worked as
a team, with him giving the tips and with me in charge
of filming, while some in our group made sure that we
were under good cover. Making a pilgrimage to sacred
sites represents paying homage to the Buddha, because
everywhere we visited we would change our clothing to
“haiqing.” Haiqing is a kind of Buddhist robe that has wide
and big sleeves, and so whenever you raise your hands
the sleeves would form a tent-like shape. If two persons
wearing the haiqing raise their sleeves at the same time,
you would have a perfectly formed “curtain.” This was our
strategy for filming. Zhaoxing and I followed wherever
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Shifu went, with two or three groups of people wearing the
haiqing going along with us, giving us cover either in the
front or at the our back, with which we finally got to have
the mission accomplished. At that time, Zhang Guangdou
hadn’t joined our group. If he had been there, then I
wouldn’t have had the slightest chance to do the filming
for us. When he and his professional filming team joined
DDM later, I then changed to the logistics job. So I feel
that it’s heartwarming to join Dharma Drum Mountain, as
I would never “lose my job.”
During the pilgrimage, there were unexpected
encounters that turned out to be most inspiring experiences
for me, thanks to Shifu’s timely spontaneous guidance.
People who have been to India have a shared experience
of witnessing the local customs and practices that came
into their sight when they first arrived in India. I was
very impressed with people in India in that they showed
a national character of always being able to live their lives
happily even under a harsh and challenging environment.
For example, outside of the hotels we stayed we often saw
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local people setting up their hammocks between two trees.
In day time they took their nap there and at night they used
it as their bed. That was probably all they possessed as their
belongings. And we saw children beggars. We might not
find them annoying, but we still felt sorry for them that
they had to live like that. But Shifu would remind us not
to feel arrogant simply because we saw children begging
money from us, but should in turn feel repentant that it was
our coming that triggered their state of mind of attachment.
Shifu’s words deeply touched me. Sometimes we may think
we’re helping others, but if we fail to reflect on ourselves,
we would instead unknowingly become “trouble makers,”
creating spiritual pollution for self and others.
Shifu would take the right opportunity to give guidance
to the members of our group. I remember there was
once when someone suddenly kept on saying, “Shifu has
supernatural power!” Shifu heard that and then in one
occasion he responded by saying, “Your shifu doesn’t
have any supernatural power. He is only wiser than you.” I
was surprised by his words. If it is someone else who was
praised for having supernatural power then he or she may
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very likely try to take advantage of this chance to act in a
mysterious manner, by showing the “supernatural power”
to attract people’s admiration. Instead, Shifu stressed that
he didn’t have any supernatural power, and that it was the
Buddhist practice that had made him wiser than others.
His guidance for this member regarding correct Buddhist
belief certainly inspired me too. From then on I started to
put more effort in practice and read Shifu’s works.
Besides that trip, I was also fortunate enough to join
other pilgrimage trips led by Shifu. But I felt ashamed that
I created troubles for Shifu due to my negligence. In 1996
when we were on a pilgrimage trip in China, I failed to
take care of myself. I caught a cold and lost my voice, so
Shifu gave me the medicine he brought with him. I really
felt ashamed at that time and bowed to Shifu immediately,
feeling guilty for failing to take proper care of Shifu and
instead making him worried about me.
In 2002 we went to China to visit Chan monasteries to
trace the origins of the Chan Buddhist tradition. On that
trip I twisted my ankles while I was hurrying to move two
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boxes of bottled water onto the car. When Shifu learned that
I had got injured, he decided to let me use his scheduled
time for Chinese medicine clinic on the very evening. I felt
so ashamed for that. Shifu always taught us that in dealing
with things we should “work quickly, but don’t hurry,” but
I was obviously such a stupid disciple that he had to worry
about me all the time. So I was really ashamed.
Shifu was wise, but what I feel the most strongly about
Shifu’s quality was his compassion. In treating people and
dealing with things, Shifu not only had a power to exert
an influence toward good but also had a strong charisma.
That compassionate power of his presence was certainly
not about mere talks or making a lot of material donation,
but more of an internalization of purity in his six sense
faculties. In fact, what prompted me to want to learn about
Buddhism was that from Shifu’s example I realized the
possibility of practice. The Dharma isn’t about mythology
or something inapproachable; it is true and unfailing. There
are indeed people in this world who have accomplished the
virtue of compassion and wisdom with actions of benefit to
self and others through Buddhist practice.
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An experience of Chan practice: it will all
be past
As to my personal method of practice, I started with
reciting Amitabha Buddha’s name by joining DDM’s
Amitabha Chanting Group. It was only later that I switched
to participating in seven-day Chan meditation retreats. In
early days, I attended two seven-day Chan retreats led by
Shifu. These two retreats weren’t very long apart from each
other, but what I experienced physically and mentally in
these two retreats were completely different, which made
me very impressed.
My first experience of a seven-day Chan retreat was
generally alright. Most beginner practitioners would
experience troubles such as leg pain, but I didn’t expect
that I would pass the challenge so easily just like that,
which I was a little bit proud of myself, thinking that a
seven-day Chan retreat was probably nothing more than
that. I never expected that the second time I did the retreat
my leg pain would be so overwhelming that I could hardly
sit in calm anymore. I was sweating like anything and so
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hoped that I might as well have my legs chopped off. But
strangely, no sooner had I generated this thought than my
legs stopped aching.
Then the next day Shifu said in his morning Dharma
talk, “Aching represents a delusive thought.” But I thought
to myself: the leg pain I experienced was so real that I had
no way of applying the method properly anymore. What I
was experiencing was nothing else except for the leg pain,
so how could it be a deluded thought? Then Shifu went
on to talk about deluded thoughts and emptiness. The
general idea was: all phenomena result from the causes
and conditions coming together and perishing. They are
contemporary, not permanent and unchanging. In our
practice when we encounter obstacles we should practice
contemplating the arising and perishing of causes and
conditions. Any phenomenon governed by this law will all
be past and gone. Even our life will pass away one day.
These words by Shifu solved my doubt at the right time.
Later on when I reflected on my experience of these two
retreats, I finally realized that in my first retreat the state of
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my body and mind was not really like a light boat sailing
along the river crossing layers and layers of mountains, but
one in which I had completely no idea that I was actually
entertaining wondering thoughts without knowing it at all.
It’s like when one goes to see a movie, which has nothing to
do with the skill of awareness and mindfulness. As to the
method to deal with leg pain, my experience told me that
if your legs hurt during the sitting then just let them hurt.
As long as you stop paying attention to it and ignore it,
you can always continue. With his talk on that which will
be past and gone, he was actually talking about the idea
of “characteristics” and “function” as taught in Mahayana
scriptures and treatises.
My further experience of Chan practice didn’t actually
start until I came into the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā,
when I gradually understood the differences between
“nature” and “characteristic.” “Characteristic” is subject to
changes and so is inevitably imperfect, while “nature” is
independent of any influences. As Buddhism upholds, “All
sentient beings have the Buddha-nature.” And it also says,
“The mind, the Buddha, and all living beings—there is no
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distinction among the three.” But then again, why are we
different from the Buddha for the time being? The reason
lies in the differences of function as manifested in our
characteristics. In other words, every individual has their
respective karmic blessing and virtue, as well as causes
and conditions. If our practice is only about cultivating
external characteristics and grasping the temporarily
arising appearances, then we will feel that this world is not
very fair and equal. But if we realize that all phenomena are
temporary existence while their nature remains unchanged
in terms of the principle of emptiness, we will understand
the true meaning of equality as taught by the Buddha.
Now I am finally able to respond to the doubts I
used to have when I saw how our temple treated people
differently when I was a child. In fact, it’s not easy for
Dharma centers or temples to maintain their operation.
Making donations of course represents a form of giving,
while participating in group practice to one’s joy or at one’s
convenience and doing voluntary works also represent
the practice of giving. It’s just that every individual has
his or her own blessings and virtues, as well as causes and
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conditions. Listening to Dharma talks or doing volunteer
works at Dharma centers can both help one nurture the
blessings, virtues, causes, and conditions, at least during
which time one will be able to verbally refrain from
creating evil karma, which is in line with wholesome deeds
as required by Buddhist precepts. Blessings alone cannot
help us attain liberation. We must also develop right
insights and views, and personally engage in practice, to be
able to earn merits and develop virtues.
Probably because of my science background,
sentimental faith certainly touches me, but what are
truly convincing to me are the philosophical arguments
regarding Buddhist doctrines and principles.
Through the study of Mūlamadhyamakakārikā I
realized that all dharmas are without self nature, and that
only by leaving behind the dualistic views often seen in
this world can one gradually reduce one’s subjective and
objective grasping, as well as one’s attachment to self. But
there are two aspects of non-attachment: one is when one
has a clear understanding and view to help one let go of
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attachment; the other is self-deceit and suppression, like
using a piece of rock to suppress the grass. In the process of
learning Buddhist practice, there are actually many people
who deal with their troubles by means of self-suppression.
This kind of practice will lead to the side effect that will
only strengthen one’s afflictions.
Some people ridicule themselves by saying that
they can practice very well when sitting on the cushion,
but once they are separate from their cushion they are
simultaneously separate from their practice, with their old
habitual tendencies coming back in play again. The reason
is that they lack a clear understanding. In the Awakening
of Faith in the Mahāyāna, it says, “As one generates
thoughts, various forms of dharma also arise; as one ceases
generating thoughts, all forms of dharma will perish.” Now
my regular practice is urging myself to develop habits in
line with the precepts for purity. I may not be able to leave
the characteristics and the methods behind, but I hope
one day I will be able to break away from all the external
characters and reveal my true mind.
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Purity of the mind connects to all pure lands
When Dharma Drum Mountain was just established,
Shifu gave a Dharma lecture at Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall.
At that occasion, he once said, “My Dharma Drum Mountain
has been built, how about the Dharma Drum Mountain in
your mind?” Frankly speaking, I was there in the audience
and I found it unconceivable: DDM had just acquired the
land and was still in the middle of sorting it out, without its
miscellaneous licenses being approved and issued yet, why
did Shifu say Dharma Drum Mountain “had been built”?
Over time I gradually realized that Shifu established DDM
not for his own sake, but for the needs of society. That’s why
he vowed to establish DDM, to engage people who share the
similar aspiration to come and listen to, learn, and practice the
Buddhist teachings, to help make this world into a pure land
on earth. In fact, this is to “adorn the Buddha’s land” in a way.
From my own experience, I believe that there is
indeed a pure land on earth. Just like how I was touched
when I first stepped into Nung Chan Monastery for the
first time, by its serene and stable atmosphere. Many
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years later, Dharma Drum Mountain World Center for
Buddhist Education was completed and inaugurated, as a
witness to the spiritual environment protection movement
he advocated and his ideal to render its environment as
an education tool. But as far as I am concerned, what
impressed me the most in terms of my impression of “a
pure land on earth” has to be the pilgrimage trip to India
and Nepal in 1989, especially when we are at the Bodh
Gaya, the place where Gautama Buddha is said to have
obtained ultimate enlightenment.
Now everybody can see from the Pilgrimage to the
Land of the Buddha how Shifu led DDM’s monastic and
lay practitioners to do sitting meditation under the Bodhi
Tree. At that time I was in charge of taking photos. As
I walked around the complex I was so moved inside. I
have been to many places, but that was the one and only
place that made me have the unique feeling: not only the
embracing and engaging atmosphere it manifested, the air
and light in the surrounding area appeared to so pure and
dust free as well, to the extent that it was even cleaner than
one that has been vacuum cleaned, with a pure and serene
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atmospheric feeling. Shifu said that there are four levels
of pure land—the Buddha’s Pure Land, the heavenly pure
land, the inner pure land, and the pure land on earth—of
which the pure land on earth is most fragile but also the
most intimate starting point, while the inner pure land is
most primary. If one sees the inner pure land, then one can
also see the other three kinds of pure land.
Most people will probably think that if there is already
an existing pure land, they can just sit back, relax, and
enjoy it. If this is the case, I would feel that at most I am
just a guest, and so this would not be very beneficial.
Therefore, I doubted about the effect of chanting for the
deceased. Actually it’s the person who helps chant for
the deceased that benefits the most. Later, I adjusted my
mindset by thinking that participating in chanting for
the deceased is for the sake of showing gratitude to the
person who gave off his or her body to foster our personal
practice. If one has never engaged in practice in one’s life
but just wants to merely rely on hearing a single chant of
the Buddha’s name wishing for rebirth to the Buddha’s
Pure Land when dying, then that would be a very big
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question mark to me. I also believe that people who really
aspire to engage in Buddhist practice mustn’t treat the Pure
Land approach as a “convenience.” If that’s the case, then I
think they would be too careless and coarse, like entering a
treasure mountain but leaving empty handed.
Therefore, why did Shifu advocate “uplifting the
character of humanity and building a pure land on earth”?
When we have successfully uplifted our character to a
certain level we will be able to relate to the fact that the
pure land is right here at the present moment, and that
the mind, the Buddha, and all living beings—these three
things are without distinction. The “defiled land” is a result
of our differentiating mind and karma due to our habitual
tendencies and karmic obstacles. So where can we actually
draw the line between a pure land and a defiled land? There
may be differences in terms of the “characteristics,” but
there is definitely no such thing as difference in terms of the
“nature.” All sentient beings have the Buddha-nature. It’s
not that you have your separate Buddha-nature and I have
mine; rather, all sentient beings share the same Buddhanature. Only by eliminating one’s karmic obstacles can one
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really internalize the Dharma one hears. Our “obstacles”
mainly come from our own incorrect knowledge and views.
For example, everybody can talk about “impermanence”
and “no-self,” but when we encounter problems most of
us are still attached to either the eternalistic view or the
nihilistic view, by grasping the idea of self.
So, correct insights are very important. When one
thoroughly understands the principles and doctrines, one
can be free from the grasping of and the attachment to the
characteristics. To me, Buddhist practice is about leaning
to free our minds of knots. The path of Buddhist practice
is a long journey. As long as one is clear about one’s goals
and has the correct knowledge and views, then one doesn’t
actually need to ask the question of when one is going to
reach the destination.

Showing gratitude and repaying kindness
by practicing the Dharma
Thirty years have passed since I first walked into
Nung Chan Monastery in 1988. I have always acted as a
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follower, adhering to Shifu’s teaching on Buddhist practice.
I followed the pilgrimage groups, and also followed good
spiritual friends to grow and develop together. I want to
thank Secretary Liao Jinrong, who has passed away, for
her help and support that enabled us to better connect to
our group. When there were activities she would inform
us; whenever there were tasks to be carried out, she would
try to fight for the opportunities for us to serve others.
Whenever there are places that need care, she would give
us the opportunities to learn. So my wife and I, as well
Zhaoxing and his wife, were all grateful to her and wanted
to learn from her example.
In 2018 I took up the position of the president of
DDM Dharma Practice Society. For that I want to thank
Shifu’s kindness for his teaching and Liao for her support,
treating me like my mother or sister. I took up this task
for the sake of repaying her kindness, given my habitual
tendencies and lack of eloquence. So, I supposed I was
brave enough to take up this challenge. The former
president of the Dharma Practice Society Xu Renshou had
already established the Society’s direction: to practice in an
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intensive manner. I simply followed suit and kept moving
in this direction. This also indicates that I need to further
improve myself by reading Shifu’s books and watching his
videoed Dharma talks, so as to live up to the expectation
of all this kindness and favor I have received.
When Śākyamuni Buddha was alive, he had the 500
great arhat disciples to help him. Likewise, we had formed
deep karmic affinity with Shifu in our previous lives by
making the same vows so that we got to meet him in this
life of ours. Shifu founded Dharma Drum Mountain that
belongs to the public without setting any requirements,
except for the questions for ourselves: Do we have the
faith in the Buddha’s teaching? Are we willing to engage
in practice? As to whether there are requirements for the
“inner pure land” that connects and leads to all other
forms of pure land, even if there is any that would be what
Shifu described as the practice of Pure Land method as the
spiritual provision: to be complete with the practice of Five
Precepts and Ten Wholesome Deeds, to cultivate the path
of liberation, and to tread the bodhisattva path.
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To be able to follow Shifu to learn Buddhist practice
this life represents my karmic blessing. I will continue
my spiritual capacity of “following suit” to continue to
following Shifu’s teaching, as written in his books and
works.
(A talk given at Wang’s place in Chaozhou Street, Taipei City,
on January 24, 2018. Interviewed and edited by Hu Ligui.)
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What I am unable to accomplish in this lifetime, I vow to push
forward through countless future lives; what I am unable to
accomplish personally, I appeal to everyone to undertake
together.
- Master Sheng Yen (1930-2009)
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